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OFFICIAL MAGAZINE

SPARTAN FOOTBALL

AREA DEALERS OFFER
COURTESY CARS TO SJSU COACHES
ThanKs to the interest and support
of the automobile dealers pictured on

SPARTAN FOOTBALL MAGAZINE CONTENTS

1977
SJSU Schedule

this page, many Spartan coaches now
drive courtesy cars, for which they

Sep.

only pay taxes, license and insurance.
These fine SJSU boosters are identified
below.
Left

Oct.
Row (top to bottom): Bill

Smythe Buick Inc., 4201 Stevens Creek
Blvd.., Santa Clara, 244-6200; Chad
Ahlstrom, Lowell Pontiac, 2103 North
First Street, San Jose, 287-1492; Budget

Nov.

Rent -A—Car (Sid Thompson), 2436
Broadway, Oakland, (415) 444-6060.
Middle Row (top to bottom): Lowell
Houghton, Merry Oldsmobile, 525 South
Market, San Jose, 298-3969; Steve
Berg, Courtesy Chevrolet, 3030 Stevens
Creek Boulevard, San Jose, 249-3131;
Cy Kleinman, Capitol Ford of Almaden,
919 West Capitol Expressway, San
Jose 265-6000; Don Lucas, Don Lucas
Cadillac ,3160 20th Street, San Francisco
(415) 564-7400.
Below: Bob Himsl, Himsl Volkswagon,
1560 North First Street, San Jose,
265-4400.
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17 at Washington
24 CAL STATE FULLERTON*
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UTAH STATE
HAWAII
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FOLLOW THE SPARTANS!
• ON KX-RX RADIO
(1500 AM)
Hear ALL the Spartan games
live and direct from game
site on radio station KX-RX
(1500 AM) with Hal Ramey
handling the play-by-play
and SJSU Athletic Director
Bob Murphy furnishing the
color commentary.
* ON KSJS RADIO (90.7 FM)
Sean Keating and Steve
Maggi will be calling the
action with that FM touch on
KSJS (90.7).
» ON KNTV (Ch. 11, ABC)
KNTV Sports Director Jim
Brinson serves as co-host
with SJSU Head Grid Coach
Lynn Stiles every Saturday
on ABC, Channel 11. Please
consult your local listings
for more information.

* IN THE MERCURY-NEWS
Wes Mathis covers all the
Spartan action for the
Mercury-News sports pages,
with regular features from
Sports Editor Dan Hruby
and columnists Louie Duino
and John Lindblom.

* IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
Rich Freedman is the sports
master mind for the Spartans
here and he gets a ton of
help from writer Gary Peter
son on the SJSU scene.

• IN AREA PAPERS
Larry Lavelle and his Palo
Alto Times fellow staffers do
a fine job with Spartan foot
ball and the same goes for
Arnold Wechter and his
cohorts at the Santa Cruz
Sentinel.
l

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN ... MEET THE SPARTAN STAFF

Home or away...
we're your
50 yard line
ticket for . .

COACHING THE 1977 SPARTAN GRIDDERS ARE (from left, to right): Joe Conte (offensive line), Phil Neri
(outside linebackers), Jim Nagel (offensive line), Dom Capers (secondary), Mike Quinn (linebackers),
Mike Dolby (defensive coordinator), Head Coach Lynn Stiles, Ron DeMonner (offensive line), Don Frease
(wide receivers), Ron Lynn (running backs), Pete Kettela (offensive coordinator), Jim Braun ( punters &
kickers) and Jim Skipper (secondary).

LYNN STILES—
SJSU FOOTBALL COACH

BOB MURPHYSJSU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

It is never easy to coach a rebuilding unit like San
Jose State's 1977 crop of Spartan gridders but Head
Coach Lynn Stiles is the type that can not only handle
that most difficult task but he can make things happen
in a positive way.
Stiles is a big part of SJSU's fine winning tradition on
the football field.
Lynn is pictured below with his wife, Marigene, and
children—Shon and Stacy.

San Jose State's athletic program has recently
become known as "The Program On The Move . . .
throughout the nation and the man at the controls is
second year Athletic Director Bob Murphy.
Things are cracklin' with Spartan Sports and all the
improvements have his touch of class. "Murph" and
his lovely wife, Jeanne, are people that are never
strangers to anyone they meet.
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SAN JOSE NEWS

SPORTS

Dial 289-5222 for home delivery

THE SPARTANS. . .

Good Luck
SPARTANS!

SPARTAN
FOOTBALL
TICKET OUTLETS
San Jose State University's Spartan gridders have several convenient
ticket outlets throughout the area. The following is a list of outlets. For
more information, call SJSU Athletic Ticket Manager Jack Mogg at (408)
277-3241 or stop by the Spartan Ticket Office at 4th and San Carlos on
the San Jose State University campus.

BASS (Pacific Stereo's) - FIDELITY FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN (Moon
light Shopping Center in Santa Clara & 1590 The Alameda in San Jose)—
GIANT THRIFT PHARMACY (2887 Senter Road)—IBM CLUB—LOCK
HEED (LERA Ticket Office)—MOFFETT FIELD SPECIAL SERVICES—SAN
JOSE BOX OFFICE (Towne & Country Village)—TICKETRON (Sears &
Montgomery Wards)—TOP HAT TICKETS (18476 Prospect Road near
Westgate Shopping Center).

From a good neighbor
who has been a partner
i n b u i l d i n g the Santa
Clara Valley since 1889.

JOIN
HAL RAMEY
KX-RX Sports Director Hal
Ramey is in his sixth season
calling all the action of Spar
tan Football, live and direct,
home and away. His crisp
descriptions of the plays al
most make you feel you're
at the game. At SJSU's five
great home games, why not come to all of them and
bring Newsradio 15 with you in your pocket radio?
Hal begins all his broadcasts with a 25-minute pregame show before kickoff, featuring interviews with
Spartan Coach Lynn Stiles.

5/

George Beadell
Center

-J-J
* '

John Blake
Offensive Guard

FOR ALL THE ACTION

KX-RX SJSU FOOTBALL BROADCASTS

SANTA CLARA
SAVINGS

LOCAL
B'CAST
TIME

OPPONENT

DATE

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
955 Monroe St., Santa Clara . . .
2006 El Camino, Santa Clara . . .
1565 Meridian Ave., San Jose . .
5200 Mowry Ave., Fremont ....
1702 Park Ave., San Jose ....

243-9470
985-1481
265-7140
794-6585
286-6860

SEPT. 10
17
24
OCT. 1
8
15
22
29
NOV. 5
12
26

at Utah State
at Washington
FULLERTON STATE
AT CALIFORNIA
SANTA CLARA
at Long Beach State
at Fresno State
PACIFIC
HAWAII
AT STANFORD
SAN DIEGO STATE

12:10 p.m.
1:10 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
12:35 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
12:35 p.m.
12:35 p.m.
12:35 p.m.

Jerry Duran
Linebacker

Robert Claiborne
Flanker

LIVE AND DIRECT

Spartan Football Broadcasts
Courtesy of:

Orchard Supply Hardware-Lowell Pontiac-Honda-GMC
Community Bank of San Jose-Numero Uno Pizzerias

(-c

Randy Gill
Linebacker

mr-

Danny Hobbs
Safety

Larry Johnson
Split End

_-

Randy Johnson
Kicking Specialist

ON NEWSRADIO 15-KX-RX
BOB MURPHY
San Jose State University Ath
letic Director Bob Murphy is no
rookie when it comes to broad
casting. In recent years, he was
color commentator for Stanford
football broadcasts, hosted 49er
telecasts. As the Spartans'
color commentator, Murphy
will offer interesting "inside" observations during the
game, interview interesting guests at halftime, and
conduct the post-game show.

THE SPARTANS. . .

THE SPARTANS. . .

Steve Joyce

•yo Coleman Kells

Flanker

' ^ Offensive Tackle

1

-

Jim Miller

•" Quarterback

oo Thurmond Moore
45,3

Fullback

Jerold Wight

Q- Ennis Bowers

Offensive Tackle

" A Nose Guard

__ Ken Burke

Kevin Cole

<3/ Linebacker

Ha back

I p®
}

Larry Croon
Dwayne O'Steen

Safety

Gerald Small

/-c Tony Rice

Offensive Tackle

3*r Cornerback

«/-

Vance Topps

00

Linebacker

'

i -j Steve Hines

'

•ypi Nick DeLong

Offensive Tackle

Halfback

Cornerback

L.T. Jackson

O'

Offensive Guard
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(U|communityBank
of San Jose
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Scott Faust

Steve Hart

Offensive Guard

Offensive Guard

Rod Kemp

Mike Kirtman

Flanker

Split End

CAMPBELL
LUMBER CO.

MEMBER FPlC
111 West St. John St.
4 North Second St.
694 Blossom Hill Rd.
2150 McKee Rd.

743 Camden Avenue, Campbell

•

Phone 378-3427
7
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.~

Mark Lott

__

Gilbert Martinez

r-r- Frank Manumaleuna

- . Pete Mastelotto

Offensive Guard

Center

Lineback

Cornerback

Willie Nevels

_ Ruben Nino

Gus Parham

James Richburg

Nose Guard

o Split End

Defensive Tackle

Safety

rite, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

QQ

Rayford Roberson

Linebacker

j_—

Ed Siegwart

-jrx Bob Sims

Napolean Sparks

Linebacker

' £ Offensive Guard

Safety

Ray A. Silva, C.L.U.
(Class of '52)

THE GUARDIAN
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

•Estate Analysis
•Business Insurance
•Group Insurance
•Pension and
•Profit Sharing Plans
Member,
Million Dollar Roundtable

4340 Stevens Creek Blvd. - 249-6424

Willi mil a passing interfootball hasgbeen made
in recent times of the
ndnred by player,ston the
The athlete's mentalkstate
moments before his
• has even brought forth
rcntiy omnipresent, and
It stable pseudo-verb: To
He psyched himself up
lg 'he kickoff' or- "He had
ig
guard
completely
well . . it is as if writhing
the Freudian couch were
t of pre-gaine preparation
old blocking sled. This is
>od. The player does have
loments before Saturday's

hangs on what happens on the field;
the player can only lose a game, not his
livelihood. How then does the harried
head man handle his angst?
There have been some um^HH
examples from
the game's. antiqoH
When Clark Shaughnessy coached Snutt
ford to the Rose Bowl in a tensioi*
packed 1940 season, it was said that his
\We and children could |iass him on'
the street unrecognized, so lost was he
in his own cerebrations. When he was
coaching Rose Bowl teams at California
in the late Forties and early Fifties,
Pappy Waldorf would knot the same
necktie for each game—an eventually
shredded regimental striper done not
in Cal blue-and-gold but, oh horrors, in

n that it is he alone who
of the coach who, aside
ig an occasional locker
punting the water cooler,

tor's custom in his various coaching
assignments throughout the country to
down a single bottle of foreign beer
each Friday evening preceding a Satur-

s in those tense times?
s, the poor man's job

Some coaches still insist on wearing
continued on 3t
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Stay Loose
Whether you're running around
town for the weekend, or heading to a
game, stay loose in great bulky knit
sweaters from our "Colossus" col lection.
Like our hooded stadium sweater
coat. It's got the look and feel of wool.
But it's machine-washable
WintukOrlonl"

ixiKwOrion^

continued from 1t

ABOUT THE AUTHOR-Ron Fimrite, a senior writer for Sports Illustrated, graduated in 1952 from the University of California, where he had served as sports editor
for The Daily Californian, the school newspaper. During an 11-year tenure with the San Francisco Chronicle, he was a news reporter five years and sports
columnist the last six. He is into his seventh year with SI.
I

the same trousers, hat, shirt, or whathave-you on game days, but for the
most part, there have been some ad
vances beyond such sartorial voodoo.
The new breed of college coach seems,
instead, to find
relaxation in prepara
tion. "It's a calculated thing," says one
Midwestern coach. "You do your indepth planning the year round. You
study films
of the previous year, you
exhaust eveiy possibility. You lose your
self in preparation so there is not time
to be emotionally upset."
A player can spot stress in a coach,
says the head man at a West Coast
school. Though panic may be surging
through his nervous system, the coach
must assume a stoical posture. If he de
viates from the game plan on Saturday,
gets desperate, calls his special plays

too early in the going, the athlete's sus
picions are confirmed that tlie old man
was in a dither earlier in the week. This
mentor loses himself not only in in
tense preparation, but in a sort of
searching character analysis of his
coaching opponent. "I'll look into his
personality," he says, "review his histoiy as to when and where he might go
for the big gain. I'll analyze his third
down offense and defense. I'll tiy to
learn as much about him as I can.
Knowing the other man is an important
part of coaching."
The trend in college coaching philos
ophy seems farther than ever away from
the Knute Rockne school of drama. "A
coach who becomes a cheerleader is
not meeting his responsibilities," says
art Ivy League mentor. "The guy who

\

brings tears to your eyes is not getting
his squad in the proper frame of mind,"
says a Rocky Mountain head man. "You
have to be as calculating as you can," a
Southwest Conference coach suggests.
"You have to fight
against emotional
ups and downs," says the Westerner.
"You have to seek a consistency, a stan
dard of play." But even the most sobersided, the most methodical of coaches
believes a little levity helps relieve not
only the players' tension but his own.
"It doesn't hurt to smile at people," a
Big Ten coach says.
The honored practice of bustling the
entire team off to the movies on the eve
of the big game survives, although,in as
sessing current cinematic fare.it is es
pecially important to be prudent. An
Ingmar Bergman epic on the futility ot
continued on6t

A coach must be mentally prepared to withstand the pressures requiring split-second decisions on game day.
m-

ABOUT: $42.50
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A source of pride
JANTZEN INC.. PORTLAND. OREGON 97208 AND VANCOUVER, B.C.V5T3J3.
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A TEST AD.

CHARACTERISTICS
OFA DEFENSIVE LINEMAN
by Mai Florence, Los Angeles TIMES

I

f you walked into a college football
locker room and had a smattering of
knowledge of human nature, you'd
most likely be able to identify the de
fensive linemen. Of course, they're usu
ally big, but so are offensive linemen.
That isn't the variance. The defensive
people tend to be more extroverted and
aggressive in nature. The offensive
people are more low-key types.
This is, obviously, a generalization
and there are exceptions. But football
coaches say there are some differences
between defensive and offensive line
men not only in personality, but by the
nature of their positions and respon
sibilities.
"You select defensive linemen be
cause of their willingness and desire to
play the game aggressively," says one

noted college coach. "There have been
steady types who play in the defensive
line, but I think the more aggressive
player wants to be on defense.
"The aggressive player wants some
thing to happen right away—the 'I'm
going to get you NOW concept.
Whereas the steadier player, the offen
sive lineman, says to himself, 'I'm going
to be out here for two hours and I'll do
the best job I can.' Yes, Ithink there are
some temperament differences.'
A former defensive lineman tends to
agree, saying "It's been said that defen
sive people are a bit more flamboyant. 1
don't know whether that's true or not,
but if you have to generalize, you'd
probably say that an offensive lineman
is a little more organized and calmer in
his makeup than a defensive lineman."

Coaches pick the most aggressive players for their defensive line. One player states,
"You can take out more of vour aaaressions on defense.'

Why should there be any differences?
"The offensive lineman deals in con
sistency. His success or failure depends
on how many times he blocks a defen
sive man out on 50 or 60 attempts. A
defensive man lives on a roller coaster.
When he makes a great play, he's way
up,and then the ball goes the other way
and he isn't even in the play.
"The big play tends to be more of a
defensive concept. If you make the big
play on defense, you get the ball back
for the offense. On offense, there's the
need for consistency in making a good
play, and then another and another
until you have completed a long drive.
So the offensive lineman needs to be
steady and consistent. The defensive
lineman has the opportunity to get up
for an all-out individual effort—like
continued on 13t

IF YOU FLUNK, RUN- DON'T WALK- TO YOUR NEAREST INDEPENDENT
SAFECO INSURANCE AGENT.
6. You own a small, two-wheel

1. While you were off water-skiing
in Tahoe, an ice storm knocked out
the electricity on your property.
When you returned, you opened the
door of your freezer and whamo—
a lot of spoiled food poured out onto
a rug. Will a standard homeowners
policy reimburse you for the
spoiled food? • Yes • No
4. When you tried to start your car
this morning, you found the battery
was as dead as a doornail. So you
borrowed your neighbor's car to go
to work. If you had an accident,
which policy would cover the
situation?
• A. Your auto policy • B. Your
neighbor's policy • C. Neither policy

2. Flora S. lives on a college cam
pus 100 miles from home. Yesterday
someone broke into her room and
took a $300 stereo, a $200 watch,
and a $100 tape recorder. Flora did
not have her own insurance on this
property, but she thought her par
ents did. If the parents had a home
owners policy, would she be covered?
• Yes • No

5. Your 87-year-old mother fell
down the basement stairs of your
home while visiting you over the
Thanksgiving holiday. She fractured
her hip and ran up some hefty med
ical bills. Will your homeowners
policy cover it? • Yes • No

3. Your 18-year-old son is an oc
casional operator of your car. Fie
enrolls in a university 200 miles away
from home. But he does not take the
car with him. What effect would this
have on your rates?
• A. None • B. Reduced
• C. Increased
ANSWERS:

trailer that you use to haul grass
clippings to the dump. It's only worth
$100 so you don't insure it for com
prehensive or collision coverage.
As a result, the trailer isn't described
on your policy. On the way back from
the dump, the trailer breaks loose
from your car, crosses the center
line, and sideswipes a car going in
the opposite direction. Is the damage
covered by your auto insurance
policy? • Yes • No .

7. Which of the following damages
would not be covered by broad form
fire and extended coverage? • A.
Airplane crashes into your garage
• B. Your sewer backed up and ran
afoul • C. Your lawn needs replacing
after the kid next door ran over it in
his car

8. Dorothy C. went downtown to

cash her paycheck and pay two bills.
She paid the bills and came straight
home. But when she counted the
money, she discovered that $20 was
missing. Is this loss covered under
her homeowners? • Yes • No

(1) NO. (2) YES. (3) B. (4) A & B. (5) YES. (6) YES. (7) B. (8) NO. COVERAGES WILL VARY ACCORDING TO RULES AND REGULATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL STATES.

SAFECO

SAFECO INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
HOME OFFICE—SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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existence would not do much for esprit
de corps, nor would something in the
modem ribald vein inspire "hold-thatline" compulsions. One old-timer
favors "Patton," but how often now is
that tough-minded war drama re-run in
theaters? He is more liable to find him
self confronted with something in the
skin-diving or space adventure genre. "1
try to find movies like Rocky' or 'The
Dirty Dozen, " savs the coach of a major
Eastern independent. "But pictures af
fect people in different ways. Some
players can't see anything the night hefore a game. They can't relax. Others
lose themselves in the picture. Either
way,
it
gives
them—and
me—
something to talk about besides foot
ball.1' It is a hard subject to avoid, of
course, but even the most dedicated
coaches subscribe to the theory that if
the game occupies too much attention,
both players and coaches become
overwrought to the point of incompe
tence.
One successful young coach feels
that it is no longer necessary for the
coach to fret much about damaging the
delicate psyches of his young charges.
"I think we went through a time when
we gave the kids too much credit," he
says. "We might have been a little afraid
of being laughed at. If we started getting
emotional and banging our fists against
the wall, we could just sense them say
ing to themselves, Hey, this guy has
slipped out.' Well, you can't tell them to
go out and win one for the Gipper every
week. They would laugh at that. But I
don't care how sophisticated these kids
are, they're still just kids. It doesn't hurt
to set an atmosphere, to exercise some
discipline off the field and on. The im
portant thing is creating a team feeling.
You can't get too careless. What does it
hurt, for example, if the kids are asked
to wear ties on an airplane. After all,
we're dealing with the public."
Accommodating his players in times
of stress is a major coaching responsi
bility. Accommodating family, friends
and fellow workers is quite another
problem. The affable off-season hus
band and father too often becomes, in
the Fall, a remote and unpleasant
stranger. It is a rare coach who can
leave the game behind him. When
Frank Broyles retired as head coach at
Arkansas, he remarked of the experi
ence, "My wife and family are very
pleased. They had all forgotten I had a
good disposition." Employees in the
athletic department have long been
familiar with the coach's so-called
6t

"game face," a generally unpleasant
countenance. "We sometimes forget,"
says a Big Sky coach, "that the jobs of
other people in the athletic department
don't depend on our success. I'm sure
we become tough to live with, that we
get more irritable during the season. It's
the competitive instinct acting up
again."

continued from 3t

forgotten beginning course in psychol
ogy, they will explore the character and
personality of their opposite number.
They will do all of this in search of a
calm they feel they must convey, not
only to their players but to alumni and
other coaches.And, if they are a bit dour
about the house and office . . . well, the
family understands and the people at

Oceans apart
from the ordinary

""IS?,', f'

Though panic may be surging through him, the coach must remain stoical. Games
become psychological battles between coaches, who must outwit eleven opponents a
year.
Indeed it is. Coaches were once
work must know what a burden is
athletes themselves who were in
being borne. But with all of this, they
structed by other coaches. Implored
might still patrol the streets in a trance,
through their athletic lives to get "up"
as Shaughnessy once did, or they might
for a game,- to, if you will, "psyche"
ransack the closet for the lucky tie, as
themselves for the occasion, they can
Waldorf was wont to do, or they might
not break the habit. Assiduously, they
even try one of those brews. Handling
will pursue the Grail of "preparation."
pressure not only separates the men
They will review game films until the
from the boys, it tends to separate
eyes blur and the screen becomes a
coaches from other men.
mist. Meticulously, they will devise
One Pac-8 coach said it best: "You've
game plans founded on the opponent's
got eleven two-hour opportunities to
tendencies, "both offensively and de
show people what you've been doing
fensively." And drawing on their own
for ten months. That's not much time to
insights and maybe on some halfprove yourself."

Heineken. Holland's finest.
America's number one
imported beer.
Light or dark.
In bottles or on draft.
Exclusive U.S. Importers:
Van Munching & Co., Inc., M.Y., X.Y

Heineken tastes tremendous-no wonder it's number one.
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ith the coming of free platoon
football, the college game has
become a series of strategi
cally staged skirmishes, pitting skilled
unit against skilled unit, in the best
Caesarian fashion.
Now a trained offense throws its
weight against a veteran defense and ,
when the events deem it so, the special
teams come on to inflict their rage
upon the infidel.
Allowing the special teams equal bill
ing with the offense and defense might
appear generous when the compara
tively short time they're on the field is
examined, but other factors are here at
play. The offensive and defensive units
get three or four plays in each series of
downs, so on balance the only one play
in three or four is a crucial one. The
special teams don't have that luxury;
their every play is
crucial, and once
having executed
the play, there
or three more
are not two
VIIIJlli

downs in which to atone for an error.
Special team members have to be a
hearty breed, and enough coaches are
so strongly emphasizing special team
importance to the game plan that
membership on the special teams
squad is now a source of pride, where it
was once considered a poor kin to the
offensive and defensive units. It's a dif
ferent fraternity that is fast enough,
tackles well enough and is capable of
hitting hard enough to earn a place on
the special team. In professional ball,
special teams might be the home of
second and third stringers, but not so
for the colleges. Expect to see the most
rugged first
string ball players in
terspersed with the aggressive,talented,
younger players who are perhaps a
mite shy of experience for a starting
role.
If special team play is to be upgraded,
their coaching must be better too and
coaching staffs now have a slot for a
special teams tutor. Long gone in major
college ranks is the belief that a coach
can double with special teams in his
' spare time during the regular practice
sessions. To effectively institute special
team harmony, the unit has to get to
I the practice field early and stay late.
The coach alone may well have 25
hours of game film dissecting to goggle
his eyes between every Fall Sunday and
Thursday. Every facet of the special
team's game is so critical that anything
left to chance is likely to cost heavily.
Since a team stands to punt upwards
of four times a game, punting and
quickly covering those punts to prevent
a long return needs no introduction as
a decisive part of each game, and
perhaps the most important part of the
special team's assignment. Any mistake
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here can mean
six points for
the opposition,
and the game. Having
a punt blocked or returned
deep into your territory is
nightmare material for
the coaching clan.
Illustrated Ipg.llt) is a typical punting
alignment, geared to prevent any rush
getting to the punter and also designed
to get tacklers downfield with full field
coverage once the hall is in the air.
Lining up in a two-point stance, the
seven - man line of scrimmage im
mediately recoils at the snap of the ball
while the two "kill backs" (blocking/
tackling backs) take a step forward—
this establishes a single line of blockers
to protect the punter, with the fullback
free to pick up any unblocked player
that manages to get through the line.
Blocking assignments for punt coverage
are aimed at pushing the defense to the
outside, forcing any potential tackier
wide enough so that his indirect route
to the punter takes so long he can't get
to the kicker before the pigskin is
launched. (There is a reason for occassionally blocking to the inside; when
the defense has five men or more on
one side of the line, the intention is to
overload the kicking team's line and
buckle it in an effort to get to the
punter. Reading this overload, kicking
teams can block to the inside, creating
an impasse for the charging defense).
continued on 1 it

The winning team
from America's most entertaining
couple... Mr and Mrs "T."
When the final score goes up, you'll always
find the cocktail mixes from Mr and Mrs "T" the
winner—that's because they make the perfect
drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"

^Special Seams

An interesting fact: on all special
team kicking situations, i.e., placekicking and punting,the center, not the
kicker, decides when to snap the ball.
All that is signaled to the center is the
"ready" commandment. Once received,
the center snaps the ball only when he
feels ready. The theory behind having
the center decide when to make the
snap is that a good hike is so imperative
that it's deemed inadvisable to force, by
anyone else's command, the center to
snap the ball when he may not feel just
right.
The ball having been kicked, the sec
ond phase of the play begins . .. cover
ing the punt to prevent a ruinous re
turn. On every punt, two men will go
wide, "barrel," to make sure the punt
returner doesn't get to the sidelines
with blockers. These barrelers will stop
five yards short of where the ball lands
or is caught, and five yards to the out
side of that spot. Their job is simply
containment of the runback, keeping it
to the inside where the slower but
heavier lineman can terminate any rupback. Most often, the two ends will get
this barreling assignment, but that pro
cedure will change occasionally to vary

U
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the pattern.
The "kill backs," by the way, get that
term from their usual job of zooming
straight downfield in a determined ef
fort to get the man with the ball. The
"kill backs" could be the two up-backs,
as in our diagram, or any other two des
ignated men on the punting team. Nec
essary characteristics for those desig
nated "kill back" are speed, strength,
tlx
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and a deep feeling of satisfaction at
knocking down people accoutered with
helmet, shoulder pads and a football.
In going downfield after the ball, one
special rule is always adhered to: KEEP
YOUR LANES! Each player cuts his own
swathe, making sure that no one is di
rectly in front of him. This lane-keeping
responsibility assures that the full
width of the field is protected, leaving
no gaping holes for the punt returner.
Punts
are
unlike
kickoffs
and
placekicks because they often come from
deep in a team's own territory. The
margin for error is nil, and punts from
the end zone are undoubtedly respon
sible for the little use coaches have for
nail files.
Distant from
the dual job of punting
and covering the return are PATs and
field goals. The single job to be concen
trated upon is allowing the place kicker
the time to kick the ball through the
uprights. Using a seven man line out of
a three point stance, the "split" (spac
ing) between each man is narrow. On
the snap of the ball, each lineman steps
even further to the inside to ensure that
no holes are breached. The line is as
tight as it can get. There are, as in the
punt
formation,
two up-backs
to
stanchion the line, only here they're
placed behind the two ends, with in
side feet straddling the center of that
last man on the line of scrimmage.
Once again, the intent is to keep any
intruders from
a short, direct route to
the ball. A move to the ball from a dis
tance wider than that outside man will
still enable the kick to get off un

touched.
Kickoffs, too, really require only one
focus, protecting against the runback,
as there is no pressure put on the line
or the kicker from the receiving team.
A full ten-man line will proceed upfield after the kick, each maintaining
his lane, providing tackling balance
across the field. Here also two "kill
men are assigned the responsibility of
getting to the ball quickly.
The final two phases of special team
play are the punt return and the kickoff
return.
For returning kickoffs a big five-man
front line is set ten yards from the ball.
This hefty forward wall has to watch for
onside kicks. After a normal kickoff,
each lineman retreats to a designated
area, usually forming a wedge shoulder
to shoulder. From that wedge, the two
ends will usually block to the outside.
The rest of the line will try to blast up
through the middle, followed closely by
the ball carrier who will look for a hole
in the defense.
The returning of punts also requires
the receiving line to peel back after the
kick, but before that, they have the op
tions of trying to block the punt, hold
the potential tacklers on the line of
scrimmage or peel back immediately to
help set up blocks for a long return. In
addition to the setting up of returns, an
overload of linemen can be placed
on one side of the line or the other in
hopes of crashing through and blocking
the punt. Any of the above plans would
be pre-called, but regardless of the
prearranged assignment, there's always
continued on !6t
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From a punt formation, the two ends take an outside ("barrel") route
to get downfield to the receiver. The two short backs step up to help
hold the center of the line, and the other back protects the punter
from anyone who gets through.

To form a concentrated wall of blockers for the kickoff returner, the
linemen all drop back to form a blocking "wedge,"and a protected
area for the returner to run up through.
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MAKE YOUR OWN
TV SCHEDULE.

DEFENSIVE LINEMAN
rushing the passer on third and 10."
Ask any football coach and he'll tell
vou with a smile that he's looking for
defensive linemen who are "big, mean
and mobile." Size is always desired, but
speed and/or quickness is the top prior
ity in recruiting a defensive lineman.
"The first thing we look for in trying
to recruit defensive linemen is mobility
and agilitv," says another successful
coach. "The name of the game on de
fense is recognition and reaction. You
have to recognize what the offense is
trying to do to you and then react to
the play.
"The reaction part is innate talent.
You can teach someone to recognize a
plav, but you can improve on his reac
tions only to a certain degree. So you're
recruiting the reaction type people.
"We try to recruit quickness and
speed more than size, although you
want a combination of all the qualities.
But if you have to settle for one thing,
quickness would be it. In recruiting de
fensive linemen, you're more apt to take
the tall, skinny, fast guy and hope he
fills out. On offense, you take the
stronger, thicker guy and hope you can
improve his foot speed a little bit.

"The obvious difference between de
fensive and offensive linemen is speed.
You like size, height and range in both
of them, but foot speed and quickness
are two of the really important aspects
of playing in the defensive line.
"And then there's that temperament
you look for in .a defensive lineman. He
has to be a guy who thinks of himself as
an attacker."
It is commonly held that defensive
linemen, like blondes, have more fun.
"You can take out more of your ag
gressions on defense," comments a
sizeable participant of the game. "You
can do it on offense, but it's more of a
controlled type thing. I also think it's
more difficult to play defense than of
fense. On defense, not only do you have
to defeat the man in front of you, which
is difficult enough, but you have to go
over and tackle a superior athlete.
"In other words, a running back is
normally a better athlete than anyone
on the field.
So it's hard enough to
tackle anyone,even if you don't have
someone to defeat. On offense all you
have to do is defeat a man of equal abil
ity. You don't have to tackle anyone
after that."

Any football coach will tell you he's looking for defensive linemen who are "big, mean,
and mobile."

Sony's Betamax can automatically videotape
your favorite show for you to play back anytime you want.
Now you can watch anything you want
to watch anytime you want to watch it.
Because Sony's revolutionary Betamax
deck—which hooks up to any television set
—can automatically videotape your favorite
show (even when you're not home) for you to
play back anytime you
want.
What's more, you can
reuse our two-hour tape
cassettes simply by
recording over them.
But possibly the
most amazing

thing of all is this:
Now you can actually see two programs
that are on at the same time. Because
Betamax can videotape something off one
channel while you're watching another
channel. So, after you're finished watching
one show, you can play back a tape of the
other show.
Imagine. Watching the Late Show
in the morning.
Or a soap opera
in the evening.
Or whatever whenever.
What power!

BETAMAX

"IT'S A SONY."
Model SL-7200 Videotape Player/Recorder.

„ ,976 So„y Corpora„on ol Amerlca

SONY and Belam„ are ,radOT1,rksson,Corpor.no
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It's sometimes believed that defensive
linemen are less restricted than their of
fensive counterparts. But that's an over
simplification. A defensive player, ex
cept in certain situations, is tied into a
team concept, just as the offensive
lineman has to coordinate his blocks
with the rest of the unit.
"A defensive lineman is locked into
the team concept in every defense,"
quotes a defensive coordinator. "A
lineman who says'I think they're going
here'and guesses wrong can be an em
barrassment to the defensive team. The
defensive lineman has to control him
self unless the defense features him. For
instance, it might be a third down pass
rush where a player just goes after the
quarterback, and if the offense ran a
draw or trap, somebody else would take
care of it. The defensive linemen really
enjoy it when they can flick their ears
back and go. It creates opportunities for
them to look good.
There are basically two ways to plav
defense: controlling an area and decid
ing what to do and then reacting, or
making a commitment and charging
hard through a certain area and then
adjusting on the move.
The defensive lineman attacks as
soon as the ball is snapped. Thenhe's
watching the ball,and when it moves,
he's gone. He'll try to see what happens
as he moves rather than controlling an
area, deciding what happens and then
moving.
,
A great many notable teams practice
reading on the run. They come on hard
and cause confusion. This causes errors
and it can be really destructive.
"We have to read and recognize what
the offense is trying to do to us and
then try to react," states a coach whose
team reads and reacts. "We also play a
penetrating and reading defense on cer
tain stunts in which we penetrate the
offensive line of scrimmage and then
react.
"Some other schools just play a gap
responsibility type of defense. Each
lineman controls an inside or outside
gap and it's all coordinated to the rest
of the defense."
Although defensive people have their
designated responsibilities like the olfense, they still seem to be more indi
vidual than a blocking guard or tackle.
Defensive units have had such
nicknames as "The Wild Bunch (USC),
"The Thunder Chickens" (Stanford) and
the "Chinese Bandits" (LSU).
Yes, the defensive players tend to
name themselves. The offensive people
say, "Just snap the ball and go." £
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BUTTON POCKET'SHIRT. $31.00 SLACKS. $45 50 CARDIGAN SWEATER. $3750. FLAP POCKET SHIRT, $2800, MOTOR ROOT. $30 00 SLACKS..$42.50

Pendleton, USA. It's a world of better sportswear for the active mon.
Sportswear with the vitality and comfort of 100% virgin wool. Created with
the care for quality and value that's been a part of our world for four
generations. Experience Pendleton, USA. For further information write
Dept. Tl, Pendleton Woolen Mills, Portland, Oregon 97201.
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Pendleton USA.
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THE SPARTANS

Series Standings Prior to 1976
Opponent
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I love tobacco.
I don't smoke.
My tobacco pleasure is Smokeless. That means I get full tobacco enjoyment
without lighting up, or tying up my hands. And you can too. With Copenhagen for
straight tobacco taste. Or with my favorite, Skoal, with the wintergreen flavor.
Then, of course, there's mild Happy Days Mint, for you guys that are just begin
ning. All three are dated for freshness. So just take a pinch and put it in between
your cheek and gum. You'll see that going smokeless is a mighty nice way to enjoy
tobacco, and mighty relaxing too.
If you can't find any of these fine brands at your local store, or if you're interested
in just trying a few free pinches, write to; "Smokeless Tobacco',' U.S. Tobacco
Company, Dept. TD007, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. We'll tell you where to find
"Smokeless Tobacco" in your area. And we'll send you a
free sample in the mail.

Smokeless tobacco.
A pinch is all it takes.
U.S. Tobacco Company
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Offer not available to minors.

one man designated to make sure the
ball is, in fact, punted. Imagine the em
barrassment of a team that develops
perfect "picket" blocking for a runback,
only to find the punter is running wild
with a ball he never did boot.
The punt diagram shows a simple
six-man line with two linebackers as
signed to short circuit the kicking
team's "kill backs" and three men
placed deep to receive the kick. This
particular chart shows the right guard
and tackle "pinching," in order to pull
in the opposing line and give the right
end a chance to get to the punter via
the short circle route. It's the most
common of punt return alignments for
normal situations.
Any detailed description of an area as
broad as special team play could fill up
a coaching manual. Still, the number of
actual possibilities for kicking plays is
miniscule when compared to the infi
nite variety of offensive and defensive
maneuvers available. This seeming
simplicity may have lulled coaches (not
all) into believing they could devote less
time to special team assignments than
they did to other aspects of the game.
That belief no longer prevails. Coaches
know only too well the plight of having
an unpracticed special team on the
field in a clutch situation. Measures
have been taken to assure the special
teams get as much attention in practice
as the other two units, while scouts and
game film reviewers chart the tenden
cies of the opposition's special teams
with the same diligence applied to the
offense and defense. What you will see
today are smooth, harmoniously work
ing specialists aware of exactly what
their job is. If long runs, beautiful open
field blocking and jarring tackles excite
you, keep your eyes glued to the field
during kicking situations.^
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p o David Brown
Cornerback
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Jerry Edwards
Cornerback

48

Bill Benjamin
Linebacker

C A

Rick Norwood
Linebacker

Ralph G. Chandler
Chartered Life
Underwriter

T

Special Agent

NEW YORK
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Complete Service For

•Business/Estate Planning
•Retirement Planning
•Group Insurance
101 Park Center Plaza
San Jose — Telephone 294-1013

1
Arizona
11
Arizona State
9
Brigham Young
Cal Poly, Pomona
1
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 8
3
Cal Tech
5
Chico State
0
Colorado
Colorado State
1
3
Denver
2
Drake
23
Fresno State
3
Fullerton State
1
Hardin-Simmons
10
Hawaii
0
Houston
Humboldt State
3
Idaho, College Of
1
6
Idaho
0
Iowa State
Kansas State
1
1
La Verne
Long Beach State
6
Loyola of L.A.
2
0
Marquette
0
Memphis State
2
Mexico
2
Montana
Montana State
4
Nevada-Reno
4
New Mexico
9
Northern Arizona
2
North Texas State
1
Occidental
Oregon
Pacific
Pacific U., Oregon
Pepperdine
Portland
Puget Sound
Redlands
St. Mary's
San Diego State
San Francisco State
San Francisco, U. of
Santa Clara
South Dakota
Southwestern Louisiana
Stanford
Texas A & 1
Texas El Paso
Texas Tech
UC, Berkeley
DC, Davis
UC, Santa Barbara
Utah State
Washington
Washington State
Weber State
West Texas State
Whittier
Willamette
Wyoming
TOTALS
Otherst

With three deep backs for punt returns, two
of them block the early men coming upfield,
while the linebackers try to attack the mid
dle of the line.

(SJSU Class

of

'49)

W

ALL-TIME TOTALS

L
1
13
4
0
4
0
8
1
1
1
0
18
0
1
5
1
1
0
6
2
0
0
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
4
4
0
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1

SJSU
Pts.
42
391
259
33
239
154
59
14
17
94
38
891
111
33
330
20
86
59
255
6
16
40
183
56
7
9
174
7
114
107
334
55
46

Opp. First
Pts. Game
37 1965
847 1936
260 1946
6 1942
108 1923
6 1929
214 1922
20 1952
14 1961
75 1956
7 1939
636 1921
15 1974
53 1941
147 1936
34 1971
28 1935
0 1937
222 1946
64 1958
0 1963
0 1937
80 1970
39 1939
21 1951
28 1971
19 1948
27 1950
21 1939
96 1899
163 1954
18 1937
45 1953

236
35

0
9
19
0
0
0
0
1
1
9
0
8
4
0
0
27
1
1
0
15
3
1
3
1
6
0
2
1
2
3
203
31

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
25

26
93
796
39
158
26
48
125
72
570
63
71
206
40
25
377
23
0
20
185
42
390
180
6
99
20
21
32
118
14
8352

7
258
855
0
25
19
7
25
38
340
0
220
162
7
22
992
17
35
13
438
91
110
121
14
243
0
46
20
48
56
7714

9

942

826

271

234

34 9294 8540

1
4
28
1
2
1
2
4
2
16
2
2
6
1
1
4
2
0
1
2
2
12
6
0
2
1
0
1
4
0

1942
1953
1895
1938
1948
1946
1947
1935
1948
1935
1932
1939
1899
1940
1974
1900
1939
1966
1949
1899
1922
1927
1940
1958
1955
1932
1964
1934
1934
1959

t I ncludes various clubs, service teams, etc., between 1898 and 1951
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MEET THE TIGERS - TONIGHT'S OPPONENTS
PACIFIC TIGERS ALPHABETICALLY
Pos. Ht.

No. Name

4 Alegre, Frank
2 Alejos, John

K 5-10 185 Jr
DB 5-10 175 Sr

Lodi
Petaluma

Bassett, Jeff
Benjamin, Darwin
Brady, Kit
Bruner, Sterling
Bryan, Charlie

DE
TB
OT
DB
DE

6-3 195 So
5-11 170 Sr
6-5 235 Sr
6-0 180 Jr
6-2 220 Sr

San Jose
Inglewood
San Jose
Oxnard
Steubenville

88
51
46
82
27
72
52

Click, Steve
Colton, Craig
Colton, Mike
Conron, Joe
Cook, Mel
Cooper, Jeff
Cosgrove, Jack

WR
NG
TB
WR
TB
DL
C

6-1 187 Jr
6-2 220 Sr
6-1 205 Jr
6-1 170 Sr
5-11 190 Jr
6-3 230 Sr
6-3 222 So

Coalinga
Port Hueneme
Port Hueneme
Chatsworth
Malvern, Pa.
Apple Valley
Stockton

84 Darnall, Jim
47 Davis, Everett
34 Dent, Shelton
Doar, Mark

TE
DB
DB
LB

6-0 190
6-0 169
6-2 190
5-11 190

San Jose
Modesto
Lancaster
Novato

9 Edmerson, Enos
75 Escobedo, Jim

DB 6-2
DT 6-3

74 Filarsky, Burce
42 Freeman, Mark

OG 6-2 225 So
DB 5-11 185 Jr

Sr
Jr
Jr
Fr

190 Sr
240 Jr

55. Dallas Nelson

51. Craig Colton

WR/P
OG
FB
NG
DE
OT

Gaebel, Roy
Galano, Bobby
Gibson, Bruce
Gillespie, Mike
Glass, John
Goulart, Steve

6-1
6-3
6-0
6-1
6-2
6-3

190 So
240 Jr
225 Sr
220 Jr
230 Jr
240 So

5-11 185 Jr
6-1 185 So
6-0 185 Fr
6-6 225 Fr
6-2 195 Jr

30 Haggray, Warren
1 Harden, Steve
Holmes, Douglas
68 Howard, Richard
49 Hughes, James

DB
QB
DB
0T
DB

79 Johns, Al
June, Mike

DE 6-4 230 Jr
K 5-10 180 Fr

Latting, Charles

DE 6-3

195 Fr

Stockton
Covina
Lompoc
Camarillo

Tacoma, Wash.
Stockton
Redlands
La Canada
Hollister
Stockton
Bloomingdale, Ga.
Sonora
Longmont, Co.
Los Banos
Morgan Hill

Saskatoon, Sask.
Long Beach
Martinez

No. Name

65
11
28
54
12
63
55
85

33
20
69
23
76

81
61
29
64
80
71

29. Bruce Gibson

CI. Exp. Hometown

ROBT. BURNS TOWER

MORRIS CHAPEL

Coach Chester Caddas

Wt.

McCammon, Ross
McClure, Richard
Mann, Eddie
Martin, Dan
Moore, Donnie
Morovick, Steve
Nelson, Dallas
Nester, Dave

36 Orlandini, Joe
Oswald, Jeff

Pos. Ht.

Wt

CI Exp. Hometown

6-4 240 Sr
6-0 191 Sr
5-9 180 So
6-0 220 Fr
6-2 190 Jr
6-2 240 Fr
6-3 218 So
6-2 205 Sr

Saratoga
Stockton
Vacaville
Arvin
Hayward
Downey
Oakland
Lakewood

DB 6-1 180 Jr
DB 6-0 175 Fr

La Canada
Fort Bragg

OT
WR
DB
C
QB
OL
LB
DE

3
48
44
35
24
86

Parker, Bruce
Peets, Brian
Perry, Ross
Pettis, Jim
Phillips, Richard
Pipkin, Alan

QB
TE
TB/FB
DB
TB
DL

6-1 185
6-4 210
5-10 180
6-0 175
5-10 182
6-4 230

Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Sr

Modesto
Linden
San Anselmo
Stockton
Memphis, Tenn.
El Centra

38
62
43
87
56
31

Ramsey, Kim
Raya, George
Rochford, Bill
Rock, Sam
Rohde, Ken
Rose, Bob

NG/LB
DL
TE
TE
C
DE

6-0
6-4
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-0

206
240
220
215
240
202

Fr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Sr

Salome, Ariz.
Martinez
Camarillo
Fairfield
Rocklin
Sereno

25 Sampson, George
77 Short, Brad
21 Smith, Darryl
Squires, Chad
19 Strycula, Bill
50 Sullivan, Sean

WR
OT
TB
QB
WR
LB

6-0 185
6-2 240
5-9 178
5-11 170
6-0 183
6-1 220

Jr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Sr
Fr

Santa Maria
Bakersfield
Compton
Bellevue, Wa.
Covina
Fremont

67
89
18
10
13

Tipton, Tom
Tobeck, Kevin
Turner, Kelly
Turner, Kevin
Vassar, Brad

OG
WR
DB
DB
LB

6-4
6-3
5-11
6-3
6-2

220
195
185
205
225

Jr
Fr
Fr
So
So

El Cerrito
Gait
Fremont
Fremont
Sonora

5
70
78
26
73
57
32

Way, Bernie
Wells, Dan
Wendel, Ryan
White, Mark
Whited, Mike
Whited, Randy
Williams, Dale
Wimberly, Brad

K
DE
DL
P
OT
LB
FB
QB

6-1
6-4
6-5
6-1
6-5
6-2
6-1
5-10

220
230
200
165
240
225
205
170

Fr
Jr
Sr
So
So
Sr
Sr
Fr

Merced
South Pasadena
San Jose
Moraga
Modesto
Modesto
Los Angeles
San Andreas

JACK PEAK TRAVEL

j

Have .Jack Peak Travel serve you as your travel agent. Vacation and business travel
anywhere in the world by air, ship, rail - - tours and cruises.

TWO OFFICES
San Jose 1221 Lincoln 286-2222
2. John Alejos
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83. Lionel Collins

82. Joe Conron

30. Warren Haggray

•

Santa Clara 1055 Monroe 246-1414 a
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TIGERS NUMERICALLY

PACIFIC TWO-DEEPS

1
2
3
4
5
9

Steve Harden, QB
John Alejos, DB
Bruce Parker, QB
Frank Alegre, Jr., KS
Bernie Way, KS
Enos Edmerson, DB

10
11
12
13
18
19

Kevin Turner, DB
Dick McClure, WR
Donnie Moore, QB
Brad Vassar, LB
Kelly Turner, DB
Bill Strycula, WR

20
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Darwin Benjamin, TB
Darryl Smith, TB
Sterling Bruner, DB
Richard Phillips, TB
George Sampson, WR
Mark White, P
Mel Cook, TB
Eddie Mann, DB
Bruce Gibson, FB

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38

Warren Haggray, DB
Bob Rose, DE
Dale Williams, TB
Jeff Bassett, DE
Shelton Dent, DB
Jim Pettis, DB
Joe Orlandini, DB
Kim Ramsey, NG/LB

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Mark Freeman, DB
Bill Rochford, FB/TE
Ross Perry, TB
Jim Boulware, TB
Mike Colton, TB
Everette Davis, DB
Brian Peets, TE
Jimmy Hughes, DB

50
51
52
54
55
56
57

Sean Sullivan, LB
Craig Colton, DL
Jack Cosgrove, C
Dan Martin, C
Dallas Nelson, LB
Ken Rohde, OG
Randy Whited, LB

62
63
64
65
67

George Raya, DL
Steve Morovick, OL
Mike Gillespie, DL
Ross McCammon, OT
Tom Tipton, OL

SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
FB
TB
FL

82
65
71
56
74
61
48
3
29
20
19

JOE CONRON
ROSS McCAMMON
STEVE GOULART
KEN ROHDE
BRUCE FILARSHY
BOB GALANO
BRIAN PEETS
BRUCE PARKER
BRUCE GIBSON
DARWIN BENJAMIN
BILL STRYCULA

88
77
67
73
68
69
43
12
32
24
81

Steve Click
Brad Short
Tom Tipton
Mike Whited
Rick Howard
Kit Brady
Bill Rochford
Donnie Moore
Dale Williams
Richard Phillips
Roy Gaebel

LOB
RT
NG
LT
ROB
LIB
RIB
LCB
SS
S
RCB

54
37 KEN BURKE
93
90 JEROLD WIGHT
95
91 ENNIS BOWERS
81 DePORRES WASHINGTON94
48
38 RAYFORD ROBERSON
53
55 RANDY GILL
66 FRANK MANUMALEUNA 86
20
43 JERRY EDWARDS
47
44 JAMES RICHBURG
13
42 CULLY WILLIAMSON
13
19 DENNIS WYLIE

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81
82
84
85
86
87
88
89

Dan Wells, DE
Steve Goulart, T
Jeff Cooper, DL
Mike Whited, OG
Bruce Filarsky, DL
Jim Escobedo, DB
Charlie Bryan, DE
Brad Short, OT
Ryan Wendel, DL
Al Johns, DE

John Glass, DE
Roy Gaebel, WR/P
Joe Conron, WR
Jim Darnall, TE
Dave Nester, DE
Alan Pipkin, DL
Sam Rock, TE
Steve Click, WR
Kevin Tobeck, WR

m

BANK
OF AMERICA

DE
LT
NG
RT
DE
LLB
RLB
LCB
SS
FS
RCB

80 JOHN GLASS
75 JIM ESCOBEDO
51 CRAIG COLTON
86 ALAN PIPKIN
33 JEFF BASSETT
13 BRAD VASSAR
57 RANDY WHITED
30 WARREN HAGGRAY
34 SHELTON DENT
23 STERLING BRUNER
9 ENOS EDMERSON

85 Dave Nester
62 George Raya
64 Mike Gillespie
72 Jeff Cooper
31 Bob Rose
50 Sean Sullivan
55 Dallas Nelson
28 Eddie Mann
10 Kevin Turner
49 Jimmy Hughes
36 Joe Orlandini

SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT

82 LARRY JOHNSON

TE
QB
HB
FB
FL

83 LARRY CRAGIN
11 ED LUTHER
32 KEVIN COLE
39 RAND WILLARD
40 STEVE JOYCE

65
59
57
60
73

TONY RICE
GILBERT MARTINEZ
,GEORGE BEADELL
SCOTT FAUST
COLEMAN KELLS

80
74
72
75
77
70

Rod Kemp
L.T. Jackson
Bob Sims
Bruce Evans
John Blake
Nick DeLong

87
14
30
36
20

Brian Allen
Jim Miller
Villaurel Shackelford
Mike Stubblefield
Robert Claiborne

SAN JOSE SPECIALISTS

PACIFIC SPECIALISTS
4 Frank Alegre
KOs, PATs, FGs
19 Bill Strycula
HOLDER
81 Roy Gaebel
PUNTER
82 Joe Conron, 20 Darwin Benjamin
RETURNS
21 Darryl Smith, 24 Richard Phillips

Rick Norwood
Duke Tuufuli
Willie Nevels
Vic Venuta
Bill Benjamin
Ed Siegwart
Vance Topps
David Brown
Napolean Sparks
Chip Tarleton
Chip Tarleton

SJSU OFFENSE

UOP DEFENSE

Depend on us.
More
California
college students do.
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SPARTAN DEFENSE

TIGER OFFENSE

NO. NAME. POSITION

SPARTANS NUMERICALLY

SAN JOSE STATE TWO-DEEPS

KOs, PATs, FGs
HOLDER
PUNTERS
PUNT RETURNS
KO RETURNS

21 Randy Johnson
14 Jim Miller
5 Frank Ratto, 11 Ed Luther
44 James Richburg, 19 Dennis Wylie
32 Kevin Cole, 19 Dennis Wylie

NO.

NAME, POSITION

5
6
7
8

Frank Ratto, P
Mark Chapman, DB
Larry Croon, HB
Ruben Nino, SE

11
12
13
14
16
18
19

Ed Luther, QB
Steve Rakhshani, QB
Chip Tarleton, S
Jim Miller, QB
Ron Whitaker, SE
Hardy Lewis, SE
Dennis Wylie, CB

20
21
22
23
25
27
28
29

Robert Claiborne, FL
Randy Johnson, KS
David Yates, SE
Eric Humphrey, HB
Dwayne O'Steen, S
Mike Kirtman, FL
David Brown, CB
Rick Parma, FL

30
32
33
35
36
37
38
39

Villaurel Shackelford, HB
Kevin Cole, HB
Thurmond Moore, FB
Bruce Chess, FB
Mike Stubblefield, FB
Ken Burke, LB
Rayford Roberson, LB
Rand Willard, FB

40
41
42
43
44
46
47
48

Steve Joyce, FL
Tom Kretschmar, S
Cully Williamson, S
Jerry Edwards, CB
James Richburg, SS
Danny Hobbs, SS
Napolean Sparks, SS
Bill Benjamin, LB

/V

SPARTAN QUARTERBACK CLUB

Would you like to know more "inside information" on the 1977
Spartans? Then why not join us for lunch each and every
THURSDAY when the SPARTAN QUARTERBACK CLUB meets
at ORIGINAL JOE'S at the corner of 1st and San Carlos in down
town San Jose. Lunch begins at noon, see you THURSDAY.

Jerry Duran, LB
Ben Braziel, LB
Ed Siegwart, LB
Rick Norwood, LB
Randy Gill, LB
Mike Katolin, NG-C
George Beadell, C
Anthony Green, LB
Gilbert Martinez, C

60
61
62
63"
64
65
66
67
68

Scott Faust, OG
Dave Conner, OG
Dan Ross, LB
Steve Hart, OG
Pete Mastelotto, OG
Tony Rice, OT
Frank Manumaleuna, LB
L.T. Jackson, OG
Pierre Henry, DT

70
71
72
73
74
75
77
78
79

Nick DeLong, OT
Max Hooper, DT
Bob Sims, OT
Coleman Kells, OT
Marc Geich, DT
Bruce Evans, C-OT
John Blake, OG
Pete Angelidakis, OT
Steve Parise, OT

80
81
82
83
86
87
88

Rod Kemp, SE
DePorres Washington, DT
Larry Johnson, SE
Larry Cragin, TE
Vance Topps, LB
Brian Allen, TE
Jeff Schweiger, LB

90
91
92
93
94
95

Jerold Wight, DT
Ennis Bowers, NG
Gus Parham, DT
Duke Tuufuli, DT
Vic Venuta, NG
Willie Nevels, NG

U.S.D.A Choice
meat

V
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS
REFEREE — Rich Freitas
UMPIRE —Bill Chambers
HEAD LINESMAN — Hendi Ancich
FIELD JUDGE — Art Oronoz
BACK JUDGE — Carver Shannon

50
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

%

Spartan Market
8th

& Williams

295-8227
quality house

sandwiches made to order
79 (t- $19.95

open 365 days a year

plants

7am - mid

we accept checks
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SAN JOSE STATE
SPARTANS ALPHABETICALLY
No. Name

Pos. Ht.

Wt.

CI. Exp. Hometown

No. Name

18 Lewis, Hardy
11 Luther, Ed
45 Lyons, Clarence

87 Allen, Brian
78 Angelidakis, Pete

TE 6-3 225
OT 6-3 242

So HS Santa Clara
Fr HS San Jose

57 Beadell, George
48 Benjamin, Bill
77 Blake, John
91 Bowers, Ennis
51 Braziel, Ben
28 Brown, David
37 Burke, Ken

C
LB
OG
NG
LB
CB
LB

6-4 235
6-3 205
6-6 245
5-11 230
6-4 220
5-10 174
6-2 225

Sr 1-VL Downey
So HS San Fernando
Sr 3-VLVancouver, B.C.
Jr JC Bakersfield
Jr JC Los Angeles
So HS Victorville
Jr TR Berkeley

9
6
35
20
32
61
83
7

QB
DB
FB
FL
HB
OG
TE
HB

6-2
6-0
6-0
5-9
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-0

Fr HS San Jose
Fr HS San Jose
So HS Berkeley
Sr 3-VLSan Mateo
Jr JC Los Angeles
Jr 1-VLTracy
So 1-VLGardena
Jr JC San Mateo

Catanese, Paul
Chapman, Mark
Chess, Bruce
Claiborne, Robert
Cole, Kevin
Conner, Dave
Cragin, Larry
Croon, Larry

70 DeLong, Nick
50 Duran, Jerry
43 Edwards, Jerry
75 Evans, Bruce

207
180
190
170
188
220
200
190

OT 6-4 245
LB 5-10 200
CB 5-10 175
C-OT 6-3 237

60 Faust, Scott

OG 6-3

74 Geich, Marc
55 Gill, Randy
58 Green, Anthony

DT 6-4 230
LB 6-3 235
LB 6-1 224

63
68
17
46
71
23

Hart, Steve
Henry, Pierre
Hines, Steve
Hobbs, Danny
Hooper, Max
Humphrey, Eric

OG
DT
CB
SS
DT
HB

235

6-2 220
6-2 235
5-10 170
5-10 170
6-5 235
5-10 175

Jr SQ San Jose
Sr 1-VLAnaheim
Jr JC Reno, NV
Fr HS La Mirada
Jr JC

Palos Verdes

Wt.

SE 6-0 175
QB 6-2 202
CB 5-11 180

Manumaleuna, Frank LB 6-3 245
Martinez, Gilbert
C 6-2 235
Mastelotto, Pete
0G 6-3 230
Miller, Jim
QB 6-2 197
Moore, Thurmond
FB 5-11 230

95 Nevels, Willie
8 Nino, Ruben
54 Norwood, Rick
25 O'Steen, Dwayne

NG 6-1 245
SE 6-0 179
LB 6-5 220
S 6-2

185

CI. Exp. Hometown

So 1-VL Los Angeles
So 1-VL La Mirada
So HS Apple Valley
Jr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Sr

JC West Somoa
JC Whittier
JC Butte
1-VLSan Jose
1-VL Fair Oaks

Jr JC San Francisco
Jr JC Modesto
Fr HS Clayton
Sr 1-VL Los Angeles

92
79
29
89

Parham, Gus
Parise, Steve
Parma, Rick
Procter, Bernard

DT
OT
FL
SE

6-7 245
6-4 232
5-11 180
5-8 165

Jr
Fr
Fr
Jr

12
5
65
44
38
62

Rakhshani, Steve
Ratto, Frank
Rice, Tony
Richburg, James
Roberson, Rayford
Ross, Dan

QB
P
OT
SS
LB
LB

6-2 185
5-10 180
6-3 250
5-11 180
6-3 190
6-3 220

Fr HS Orange
Fr HS San Rafael
Sr 1-VLCompton
Jr JC Warren, OH
Jr 2-VLDublin
So 1-VL Whittier

88
30
53
72
34
47
36

Schweiger, Jeff
Shackelford, Vil laurel
Siegwart, Ed
Sims, Bob
Small, Gerald
Sparks, Napolean
Stubblefield, Mike

LB
HB
LB
OG
CB
SS
FB

6-4
5-10
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-2
5-9

227
203
230
235
180
220
195

Fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr

HS Renton, WA
HS Richmond
TR Saugus
JC Seal Beach
3-VLWashington, NC
JC La Puente
JC Salinas

13
45
86
31
93

Tarleton, Chip
Thomas, Lowell
Topps, Vance
Tucker, James
Tuufuli, Duke

S
LB
LB
FB
DT

5-11 170
6-2 207
6-2 220
6-2 200
6-4 250

Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Jr

JC Oxnard
HS San Francisco
3-VLAnaheim
1-VL Los Angeles
JC Pago Pago, Somoa

JC
HS
HS
JC

Los Angeles
San Jose
Buena Park
Santa Rosa

«

To An Athlete:
There are little eyes upon you,
And they're watching night and day;
There are little ears that quickly
Take in every word you say;
There are little hands all eager
To do anything you do;
And a little boy who's dreaming
Of the day he'll be like you.
You're the little fellow's idol,
You're the wisest of the wise,
In his little mind about you,

Fr HS Whittier
Sr 1-VL Los Angeles
Fr HS Vallejo
Jr 2-VLThousand Oaks
Fr HS Los Angeles
Jr 2-VLHuntington Beach
Sr 2-VL Oakland
Fr HS Eureka
So TR Lynwood

67
82
21
40
76

Jackson, L.T.
Johnson, Larry
Johnson, Randy
Joyce, Steve
Justiniani, Bernard

6-4
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-3

240
185
180
172
255

Jr JC Los Angeles
Sr 2-VL Fresno
Sr 1-VLSan Marcos
Sr 1-VLPacoima
So 1-VLNational City

56
73
80
27
41

Katolin, Mike
NG-Q 6-2
Kells, Coleman
OT 6-6
Kemp, Rod
SE 6-2
Kirtman, Mike
FL 6-2
Kretschmar, Tom
S 6-0

225
280
180
185
175

So SQ Santa Fe Springs
Sr 1-VLFullerton
Jr JC Farmersville
Jr SQ San Francisco
Jr 2-VLLa Mirada

OG
SE
KS
FL
DT

66
59
64
14
33

Pos. Ht.

No suspicions ever rise;
He believes in you devoutly,
Holds that all you say and do,
He will say and do, in your way
When he's a grown-up like you.
There's a wide-eyed little fellow,
Who believes you're always right,
And his ears are always open,
And he watches day and night;
You are setting an example
Every day in all you do,
For the little boy who's waiting
To grow up and be like you.

94 Venuta, Vic
81
16
90
39
42
19

DT 6-4

Washington, DeFbrres DT 6-6
Whitaker, Ron
SE 6-0
Wight, Jerold
DT 6-3
Willard, Rand
FB 6-1
Wiliamson, Cully
S 6-1
Wylie, Dennis
CB 5-11

240

Jr JC

250
184
220
205
180
180

Jr 1-VLOakland
Jr 1-VLSan Francisco
Sr 1-VL La Habra
So TR Lowell, MA
Jr JC Riverside
Jr SQ San Francisco

Napa

SanJose^M^hamber of Commerce
~~

I SAN JOSE CONVENTION/VISITORS BUREAU

We Believe in San Jose
One Paseo de San Antonio, San Jose, California 95113, Telephone: (408) 998-7000

Photo Work by Al Dangerfield
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36

Mike Stubblefield

1 o Chip Tarleton

Fullback

XO

Safety

93

07 Brian Allen
0/

Tight End

Duke Tuufuli

Defensive Tackle

by Art Rosenbaum,
San Francisco CHRONICLE

F

qa

Vic Venuta

o 1 DePorres Washington

03 Eric Humphrey

Defensive Tackle

Flalfback

Defensive Tackle

19

Dennis Wylie

Cornerback

22

AO Cully Williamson

Safety

David Yates

Split End

Go with a winner!
The Olsten people

Temporary employees
are desperately
needed in the Santa
Clara Valley job
market and in order
to keep up
with this
demanS:6351"9
35 Bruce Chess

Fullback

28

03 Larry Cragin
00

Tight End

Olsten needs you.
Work when you
want, where you
want. Don't let
any office skills
go to
waste....
come to
temporary services
Olsten!
an equal opportunity employer

olsten

3003 Moorpark, San Jose, 246-4220

ootball terminology veers in curious
directions. In this text we examine
the word "audible" and there are
immediate contradictions. By definition,
audible means loud enough to be heard.
But in football, it indicates a change of
signal on an upcoming play. Of course, the
revised call must be audible; otherwise,
no one but the quarterback would know
the new play. Forthat matter, the quarter
back wouldn't even occupy his position
without a commanding voice.
Given all the necessary attributes—a
throwing arm, a knack of "seeing" the
field, a coolness in crisis, an ability to take
punishment, some running ability—a
quarterback's first requisite is a bark that
penetrates, that cuts through the crowd
noise and players' helmets to reach the
widest of wide receivers.
Joe Namath and Ken Stabler probably
would have been shifted to defensive
backs—in their college days—if they
could not shout into the wind. Fortu
nately, Namath had more than a quick
release. He was able to talk persuasively at
any hour. Stabler, too, is an actor trans
formed on the field. His soft, gentle con
versational tone rises piercingly as soon
as he takes his familiar stance behind the
center.
A weaker voice can get by when its
owner has a commanding presence, but
ask any coach and he'll admit that a
squeaky quarterback is like no quarter
back at all. "The worst thing that can hap
pen," said a West Coast coach with 35
years of coaching in his portfolio, "is to
have the other players laugh at the signal
caller's voice. How can he be a leader?"
Every coach wants that special kind of ,
leader, that dominant force, that man
born to be up front. But then again, the
coach fears the modern free thinker who Among the quarterback's necessary attributes
believes in his own human rights is a bark that penetrates.
continued on19t

CfHE<flUDIBLE

continued from 17t

ABOUT THE AUTHOR-Art Rosenbaum is sports editor of The San Francisco Chronicle,a positionhe has held since 1954. He writes a six-times-weekly column. His stories
have appeared in the annual Best Sports Stories (Dutton) 11 times, including one football article that won first prize. He is co-author of The Giants of San Francisco
(Coward-McCann). Born in San Francisco, he went to UC Berkeley and San Francisco State.

Seeing Tony Dor sett
again, cutting and slicing his
way to the Heisman Trophy.
Watching Rickie Bell turn the
r one more time and
running for daylight.These
are the kinds of great plays
featured on the Firetjfan's
Fund Flashbacks. And you'll
see them during halftime on

Saturday, Sept. 10
Monday, Sept. 12
Saturday, Sept. 17

Saturday, Sept. 24

Saturday, Oct. 1
Saturday, Oct. 8
Saturday, Oct. 15

ofeyour local Independent g
jt^urance Agents. 1 hey repre^ijjsknt many fine insurance
co|Tipanies, including ours.
Which makes them the ones
to see to insure your hdme, ear
life or business.
So sit back and take a
second look at last season.
all the ABC NCAA telecasts
With all the great plays, it's
listed below?
certainly worth it.
Fireman's Fund brings
you these highlights on behalf

Notre Dame at Pittsburgh
UCLA at Houston
Alabama at Nebraska
Iowa State at Iowa
Brown at Yale
San Diego State at Arizona
Oklahoma at Ohio State
Maryland at Penn State
Massachusetts at Harvard
Brigham Young at Utah State
To be announced
To be announced
Alabama at USC
To be announced

Saturday, Oct. 22

To be announced

Saturday, Oct. 29

To be announced

Saturday, Nov. 5

To be announced

Saturday, Nov. 12

To be announced
Ohio State at Michigan

Saturday, Nov. 19

Saturday, Nov. 26

Nebraska at Oklahoma
USC at UCLA
To be announced
Army/Navy

Saturday, Dec. 3

Houston at Texas ASM

Friday, Dec. 30

Gator Bowl

Monday, Jan. 2

Sugar Bowl

Friday, Nov. 25

^Schedule may vary in your area. Check your local newspaper.
5 Additional regular season games—schedule and dates to be announced.

FIIEMMTS FUND
FLASHBACKS ON ABC-IV
Fireman's Fund Insurance Companies. Home Office: San Francisco.
Look for your Fireman's Fund Agent in the Yellow Pages.

doctrine—the right to call an audible
when the mood overtakes him.
"The audible," said a former Midwest
ern coach, "is an ego release for some
quarterbacks. I recall a case of a coach
sending in plays from the sideline and the
quarterback nodding agreement, but
when the team came to the line of scrim
mage this headstrongguy called audibles.
You see, he allowed the coach to have a
piece ofthe strategy, but afterthe audible,
it was the quarterback's play."
The audible, as a football term, may
have been invented by the late Clark
Shaughnessy when he was creating a
playbook for the Chicago Bears in the
'50s—or
so say
the historians.
Etymologists who trace missing or mis
used words may disagree.
Many college coaches prefer the word
"automatic" to denote a change of play at
the line of scrimmage. That word doesn't
tell the whole story, either. And it has been
somewhat amusing, in recent years, to
hear coaches talk of hand signals from the
sideline, or from quarterback to the wide
receiver out ofearshot, and describe these
semaphores as "visual audibles" or
"silent audibles." Talk about semantic
contradictions!
ffowever, the audible as a football ac
tion needs no apology in semantic soci
ety. It became vital when defenses
changed—when the four-deep came into
vogue, when safeties began to revolve,
when a Rover or Monster was invented,
and when defenses began calling their
own defensive changes to counteract ob
vious offensive sets.
The audible is not an explosive offen
sive thing like a home run or a ticking
bomb whose time has come. The quarter
back doesn't just happen to see a glaring
weakness and go for six, except in his
dreams. On the contrary, the audible is
somewhat defensive because its usual in
tent is to NOT run a bad play.
In a game, Mr. QB comes to the line and
recognizes a defense that will overstack
against the play he has called . .. that will
plug up the very hole through which his
tailback was to run for daylight.Wait a fast
minute! Audible, audible, audible. Each
team has its own style for signal changing,
but let us say this system rolls off numbers
in sequence. The play itself starts SIXTYSIX, RED, FOUR, ON THIRTY-TWO, and so
forth. He audibles by retaining the key first
number when he repeats, SIXTY-SIX,
SIXTY-EIGHT, RED, etc. etc. The inserted
"SIXTY" is the declaration that the audible
is active and the play will be different from
the one agreed upon in the huddle.
The change will probably bring on a

non-exotic play, like a line buck up the
middle, or even a quarterback sneak, or
anything to avoid a large loss. Some quar
terbacks have the instinctive smarts,
some have recognition characteristics
gained from playing the game since grade
school, and some are good learners.
Whatever his brain capacity, the QB's job
is to look over the head of his center at the
defense and be aware of basic clues. He
must keep a scale of sorts under that hel
met ... he wants the balance in his favor
and the numbers to be even, where possi
ble. For example, a condition that places
seven of THEM toward one side against
only six ofUS—well, call an audible; or if it
looks like a crisis, call time out. But if it is
possible to unbalance them with num
bers in a given area (OUR seven against
THEIR six), a long-gainer is in the quarter

match-ups among veterans, the college
players are here today, gone tomorrow.
(That applies to losing coaches, too.)
In a pro situation the entire team might
realize at once that an audible is neces
sary, but at a college game the element of
surprise starts with the kickoft. It's an
element, incidentally, that attracts many
fans to the college stadia.
Another subtle change has entered
modern football via the signal caller's
voice. In the old, old single wing days
against a diamond-four defense, there
would be a standard cadence, much like
the sergeant barking hup, two, three, four
for soldiers on the march. The QB would
holler something like TWENTY-TWO,
THIRTY-THREE, FORTY-FOUR, HIKE!and
awav they'd go. Now the rhythm has al
tered: it is often off-beat, jerky.Perhaps it is

The audible is somewhat defensive in that its usual intent is to NOT run a bad play.
back's sights. Safeties often are guides to a
moving defense, or the clue might be a
linebackeredgingin one direction against
an I-formation sweep, or there could be a
danger-sign when the front four suddenly
widens. In such cases it would be wise—
nay, mandatory—to make sure the ball is
delivered somewhere in the opposite di
rection.
The range of audible calling is also re
stricted according to the quarterback's
experience. Rick Leach, as a University of
Michigan freshman, didn't call as many
audibles as Rick Leach, the senior.
Simplicity in college footballis further dic
tated by the schedule and by changing
personnel. Whereas pro teams meet
many other teams twice during a season,
see more films and have continuing

only a reflection ofthe newer sub-culture:
signal calling has changed from the
melodic waltz to heavy rock.
An amusing thing happened last sea
son at an Eastern game. The ball was on
the ten-yard line and the moment of truth
was near. On the sidelines, the coach gave
a play to his messenger. An assistant
coach added, "And tell the left guard to be
more definite in pulling." Another assis
tant put in, "Yeah, and tell the right guard
he's not pulling, either." The messenger
ran to the huddle and didn't say a word.
"Well," demanded the quarterback,
"what's the play?" Themessenger stam
mered for a moment and then blurted, "I
don't know; tell the guards topull and call
an audible." £
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OF
ONE
THE NATION'S
LARGEST AND MOST RESPECTED
INVESTMENT FIRMS.
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n 1901 the high-pitched voice that
nierced the practice field at Ann Ar
bor, Michigan, demanded from the
autumn recruits that they would "have
to hurry." The voice belonged to Field
ing Harrison Yost, a rugged 6'2", 190pounder, and 1901 was his first year at
Ann Arbor. In the preceding four years
the young Yost had coached at many
schools, winning conference titles at
each—Ohio Wesleyan, Kansas, Ne
braska and Stanford.
Yost's constant injunction to hurry
wasn't lost on his troops, and he was
immediately dubbed "Huriy Up" Yost, a
nickname that stuck to the end. And
hurry up he did. He hurried on to his
fifth straight conference title in 1901
and he repeated in 02, 03 and 1904.
Indeed, only two points separated him
from a fifth straight Big Ten Conference
crown in 1905. With the quarterback
calling signals for the next play while
still getting up from the last play, Yost's
Michigan teams moved so rapidly that
they 1 ecaine known as the "Point-aMinute" men.
Yost's aggregations from 1901-1905
compiled the nearly incomprehensible
record of 55 victories, one loss and one
tie, outscoring the opposition by 2,821
to 42! That is not a typographical error.
When Yost's 1901 team easily com
pleted its undefeated, unscored upon
campaign, the Tournament of Roses
Committee felt that a contest between

20t

ONE OF THE
FATHERS OF
FOOTBALL
the Michigan and Stanford elevens
would enliven the annual winter
pageant. Accepting the invitation to
leave the Midwest freeze, Yost's gridders proved their record was no fluke
by dominating a good Stanford team,
49-0, in a game that was shortened by
the West Coast Captain's declaration to
the Michigan Captain that "if you are
willing, we are ready to quit."
The triumph by Yost's team was so
overwhelming that the embarrassed
Tournament of
Roses Committee
started running chariot races the next
year and didn't reconsider football as
an attraction again until 1916. Neither
the Stanford team nor the Tournament
Committee should have been surprised
at that January 1, 1902 outcome. Yost's
team had drubbed its opponents 501
points to none his very first year at
Michigan's helm.
All-America back on that 1901 team,
Willie Heston (he starred for Yost
through the 04 season) later reflected
on Yost's success in the early years of
his reign: "He brought to Michigan an
entirely new brand of football, not
known to the Big Ten nor to the Middle
West. That was particularly true of his
offense. Speed and more speed was
continuously employed." Judging from
the stunned reaction of that 1901 Stan-

Fielding Yost with his 1901 Michigan
team.

ford team, speed, as it was taught by
"Hurry Up" Yost, wasn't new solely to
the "Middle West."
That 1901 team is still considered by
many to be one of the greatest all-time
elevens. And "elevens" is meant literally.
During that first
Rose Bowl, for in
stance, only 11 men took the field for
Yost, the three substitutes having to
turn hoses on themselves and roll in
some mud so as not to return to Ann
Arbor with clean uniforms.
Yost's "Hurry Up" approach culmi
nated in conference titles for the next
three years, with each squad led by the
immortal Willie Heston. Heston was
pretty much of a hurry up type of indi
vidual himself. In a race with Olympic
100 yard sprint champ Archie Hahn,
Heston left Hahn four yards behind in
the first ten yards. If Hahn had been
equipped with Heston's explosiveness,
he would have been a nine - second
man.
1905 opened up as though it would
be a repetition of the preceding four
seasons. Yost's team romped through
its first nine games unscored upon and
had but one obstacle to overcome to
duplicate its 1901 type of perfection.
Unfortunately, the obstacle was an
Amos Alonzo Stagg team, also unde
feated. The game- was decided by a
dramatic second-half safety . . . 2-0 in
favor of the University of Chicago, and
Yost's conference title, unscored upon
continued on 29t

Over 50 years ago, Dean Witter was founded on the belief
that an investment firm's most valuable asset is its good name.
One measure of the success of our good name overthe years
is by Dean Witters growth. From one office in San Francisco
in 1924, we have grown to 145 offices and a staff of over 5,000
employees coast to coast and abroad . . . providing ideas for
investing money wisely to over half a million clients.
Today, Dean Witter is one of the nation's largest and most,
respected investment firms.
That's why people come to Dean Witter.
This year, you'll also see Dean Witter on TV.
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of NCAA football.
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Practical.

A flanker in motion can suddenly become the pitch man on an option play.

THE MAN IN MOTION
CAUSES DEFENSIVE
ADJUSTMENTS

by Bob Hentz.en, Topeka CAPITAL-JOURNAL

S

ometimes, in the course of a foot
ball game, you see it often. Other
times, not at all. But send
ing a man in motion is an offensive ploy
common enough that the fan probably
doesn't pay that much attention to it.
But the defensive team better be pay
ing attention.
Nearly every coach has a favorite
story about the defense not reacting
properly to the man in motion.
"On the first play of one game last
year, we faked to a back away from the
motion and hit the split end for a
touchdown when they messed up the
rotation," recalled a bowl-bound East-
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ern coach. "It's a surprise element
sometimes."
"A couple of years ago against our
chief rival, motion gave us two big pass
ing plays," remembered another East
ern leader, "one for a touchdown and
one for about 35 yards. We also used it
effectively when we shut out the follow
ing year's national champs."
A Big-8 coach with a high-powered
offensive team went up 17-7 in the first
quarter against a major foe. "It gave em
fits," he said and he still uses motion
extensively.
"We use it to identify man to man
coverage, he said. "We use it to show

what the defense is doing, particularly
a team that is good at concealing de
fenses.
"It varies when we use it, but we like
to use it at the beginning of the ball'
game to see how the defense reacts.
But some other potent offensive
teams employ motion seldom, if at all.
"We don't use it a great deal," said a
Southeastern coach. "We talk about it
and put it on the blackboard, what it
will force the defense to do, in pre
season practice. But when we get into
the season, we forget about it. We don't
want to outfox ourselves.
"When we do use it, it's when we are
continued on 27t

Practically perfect.
Rabbit
Economy without sacrifice.

After bringing you a perfectly practical
car, it should come as no surprise that we
now bring you a car that's practically perfect.
The Volkswagen Rabbit.
In February of 1976, Car and Driver said
of our car, "What we have now is a faster
Rabbit that has benefited from step-by-step,
under-the-skin attention to detail
—which is damn encouraging
because it shows that VW is
sending the already-excellent
Rabbit down the yearly refine

ment path that made the Beetle last almost
four decades. Using that system, the Rabbit
may be the world's first perfect car in just a
few short years!' Last year alone, we made
17 major changes and improvements toward
making our '77 Rabbit even more perfect.
Since it was already big on room and per
formance, we added fuel-injection to help
give it easier starts, yet allow it to use an
economical grade of gas.
In a world that's far from perfect, isn't it
nice to find something that's practically there.

The ask-fbr motor oil.
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hese are the hours after the Mon
day practice, after the players have
J left for the dorms; the hours when
(fljjboaches sit down to put the finishing
iches on the game plan for the week.
ttfjered with his staff the head coach
apses to grips with the task ahead.
}:i-. this particular Monday last
pve'rnber, John Anderson was in a room
rj|e football offices at Brown University
|Providence, R.I., thinking about the
ggftst game any Brown team had faced
g to In vears. Harvard. A win would put
vn on the threshold of at least a share
s first Ivy League title.
What offense should I use?" asked An
ita-son of a writer. "Why not use the single
>ing?" the journalist boldly suggested. So
luch for suggestions from the press.
| Writing stories is one thing. Preparing
#ne plans is another matter,
uj What made the conversation smack of a
later irony was that, in the game that
Saturday, the single wing offense was em
ployed. By Harvard. For one sequence ot
downs late in the first half. Harvard fum
bled it away, never used it again, and
Brown went on to win the game.
Ah, yes, the single wing, a throwback to
the era of the raccoon coat, the Model T
and the Great Depression. Gradually, the
T replaced it as the primary offense of the
college game and, eventually, it all but
vanished, lingering only as a nostalgic art
form.
ft was hauntingly appropriate, though,
that the single wing should have had its
brief revival in aged Harvard Stadium on
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that afternoon last fall. Pop Warner, the
man who originated the single wing, used
it, in all likelihood, in 1907, when his Car
lisle Indians with Jim Thorpe stunned
Harvard, 23-15, in Harvard Stadium.
Dick Colman, presently athletic direc
tor at Middlebury College in Middlebuiv,
Vt., employed the single wingformation at
Princeton until he stepped down after the
1968 season. Princeton was the last major
college to use the formation, ft was, up to
the end, a devastating offense.
In the original single wing, the play
started with a direct snap to the tailback or
fullback, who were both set five yards or so
behind the line of scrimmage. A blocking
back was immediately behind the line of
scrimmage, in back of a guard. The fourth
offensive back was set just outside the
tight end, as a "wingback." Frequently, an
unbalanced line was used. Although best
known as a running formation, the single
wing could use motion and open up in
teresting pass-run options. In more re
cent use, the quarterback was set back
with the tailback as a passing threat.
Joe Restic, the Harvard coach noted for
his innovative multiflex offense, put in the
formation at the start of the 1976 season,
still has it and plans to use it again. "We
wanted toshowit against Brown," he said,
"and unload it the following week against
Yale."
Why? Well, he had a quarterback who
could run and pass and, when Harvard
came out in the single wing, there was
confusion. Harvard had both their quar
terback and a running back set to take the

snap, and had a short side attack, a trap
series, an off-tackle power series, and an
option run-pass to the strong side.
"It created total confusion," said Restic.
"You've negated their defensive ability. I
hate to find myself in a position where I
don't know what's going to happen.
That's the strength of multiple thinking, ft
was disruptive. I still say it was a good
tactical move on our part.
"It's a great formation. I look at the
things you can do from that set. Especially
if you have that one key man, the tailback.
A strong runner who can go outside. You
can utilize options off the formation. You
have an inside threat, but once you go
outside, you pressure them with the op
tion of running or passing.
"At Princeton, Colman started to use a
man in motion from it, and that compli
cated the defensive problems. You must
defense the strength of the formation.
Otherwise, the offense controls the ball:
first, running the power play off tackle;
then coming back with the buck lateral,
the wingbackin motion, or a spinner play.
That's exciting offense, and it's tough to
defense. Everything is delayed.
"There are other reasons why it was so
effective. When the wingback is in tight, it
creates a double team problem. If a defen
sive lineman is too aggressive, the block
ing back is sitting there to trap him. The
nature of the single wing puts the defense
in a vulnerable position. The offense shifts
its front, so the center is no longer the
center."
Historically, Warner is credited with incontinued on 30t
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©The Gap 1977

MAN IN MOTION

This man-in-motion play is designed to shift the defensive
backfield to the left, allowing the halfback to go into an
empty zone for a pass. Or, the man in motion (flanker) may
be passed to in a misdirection play; or, on an earlier snap,
he may receive a handoff in a reverse.

LeviV for good sports
Whatever your sport, sex, shape or size,
we've got what you're looking for.
Be the best looking spectator in the stands
with our great selection of jeans, shirts, skirts,
jackets, tops & belts. Mix and match for
—
the best looking outfit around.
'' "t
Whether it's for sports watching
or rough & tumble action.
Fall into the Gap and get it on.

oSSiHk

Over 250 stores. Check your local listings for the Gap nearest you.

playing an opponent who may be
superior and when we have time to
work on it—like in the opening ball
game. In our league, it's used mainly as
a surprise—in one game or in a particu
lar drive in one game. If you use it regu
larly, the defense has time to adjust to
it."
A Texas coach who uses the veer of
fense, never, never will send a man in
motion.
"The whole concept of what we do,"
he explained, "is to let the defense be
settled. We don't want to fool anybody,
just execute. We want the defense to be
set."
Wishbone teams also don't want the
defensive players to be running all over
the place. But a Midwest mentor who
employs the wishbone occasionally will
break the bone to give the defense
something else to think about.
"You want to create confusion for the
defense," he said. "It causes them to
make a call in the secondary. Another
purpose is to isolate somebody one on
one, or pick on a weaker defensive
back."
That coach fondly recalls that his
team didn't show motion until the final
game of the 1975 campaign. It caught
the opponents "completely by surprise"
and he notched a 42-24 victory.
An Eastern coach with a growing
reputation is one who likes to send a
man in motion at the beginning of a
game just to see if the opposition has
done its homework.
"We hope to find a weakness in their
adjustment, something that will make
them vulnerable irr a certain area," he

continued from 22t

In this play, the halfback goes in motion to flood a Certain
zone with three potential receivers. In an option, if either
linebacker follows him across the field, the other halfback
could take a handoff towards the weak side.

said. "If they are prepared, we'll forget
it. If they don't make the adjustment,
we'll use it the whole hall game."
A Big-10 leader occasionally finds mo
tion effective. "But the disadvantage is
that your guv (the man in motion) is
more effective sitting and reading (the
defense) than running out and getting
up the field."
One of his opposing coaches agrees.
"If you're going to throw the football, he
might as well set up there," he said.
"He's just not as good a pass receiver as
far as timing and running the pattern
are concerned."
Several coaches point out that the
pros do use motion primarily in rela
tion to the passing game, because the
players are more experienced and have
more time to get down the intricate tim
ing in practice.
But sometimes in college, it depends
on the athlete. "In 1973 and 1974, we
used our Hanker a great deal as a man
in motion," related a former West Coach
assistant. "He was a very flexible
athlete,
and you could force a lot of coverage
changes. You might be able to get him
on the worst pass defender."
In goal line situations, most teams
just want to line up and muscle the ball
over the goal. "But motion can be effec
tive in goal line situations," pointed out
a new Southern coach. "Sometimes the
other people don't make adjustments. 1
remember one team got a guy wide
open on us on the goal line . . . and the
quarterback overthrew him."
There are various types of motion.
Sometimes a team will line up strong
one way and, with a back in motion,

wind up in balance. Or vice versa. The
motion may be toward or awav from
the defensive strength.
It usually changes defensive respon
sibilities. It might make a strong safety a
free safety or vice versa. Or it might put
a linebacker on a back going out on a
pass route. Or it might change the as
signments on the option play.
No matter if a coach believes in mo
tion for his offense, he must set aside
practice time to be prepared defen
sively. .
"If they show it, you have to spend
time on it," said an Easterner. "You've
got to work on it because you know you
may get it.
"We work on it both in spring prac
tice and in the fall," he continued. "You
can't be surprised."
"If you are hot prepared, you've got
problems," agreed an independent
coach. "It's usually halftime before you
can make the adjustment."
Defensive philosophies against mo
tion, of course, differ, but most every
body tries to keep it simple to avoid the
big mistake that can mean a touch
down.
"It doesn't bother us," maintained
another Midwest head man. "Our rover
always plays the open side of the field."
"We do exactly the same as if he lined
up there," said a noted Southwest
coach of the man in motion.
You can be sure the next time you
see a back breaking into motion before
the snap that the defensive team is put
ting on its thinking cap. 0
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Fielding Yost
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Every football fan knows that
the score doesn't always give a
good picture of a game. A few
statistics, like those that can be
kept on this page can make
the picture clearer, show what
the individual stars contribute
and help to win post-game
"debates." Besides, it can be
fun to second guess the offi
cial scorers whose statistics
will appear in tomorrow's pa
pers. But before you start,
here are some pointers on
being a statistician:
1. Keep cumulative totals to
be informed "up to the min
ute" and to simplify your figur
ing of team totals. Example:
jones gains 3, 6, 9, 2 yards and
you write 3, 9, 18, 20 on his
line.
2. On plays involving penal
ties measured from the point
of the foul, credit the rusher
or pass receiver with yardage
only to the point of the infrac
tion.
3. Charge gains and losses
on fumbles to the player who,
in your judgment, contributed
most to the error.
4. Don't score two-point
conversion attempts after
touchdowns as rushing or
passing plays.

and undefeated season vanished in one
hairbreadth play.
Fielding Yost was not one to have the
direction of his career determined by a
single defeat, regardless of how heart
breaking. He was made of far sturdier
material.
Bom in Fairview, West Virginia, in
1871, Yost attended the University of
West Virginia and Lafayette University,
playing football at both schools. He
never did lose his West Va.accent and,
according to Willie Heston, didn't have
much of a sense of humor either. Yost
always talked seriously and slowly, "al
ways meant what he said . . . had no use
for liquor," and in place of smoking "he
chewed up countless stogies without
ever using a match. He was a devoted
man to his family and very loyal to his
friends. He was always truthful and his
morals were the best."
Yost almost sounds dull, but further
investigation shows more depth to the
man than one might initially suspect.
Take, as example, his ability to rouse his
teams. Again Willie Heston reflects:
"Ten or fifteen
minutes before the
kick-off he would have his squad form a
semi-circle in front of him. He would
first
tell them what he had learned
about the team they were to play, their
strong points and their weak points. He
would then pull from
his pocket a list
on which he had jotted down mistakes
that were made during the week's prac
tice.
"He told his boys that the entire
Michigan alumni, in fact the whole
football world, were awaiting the final
result of the game. He would finally
wind up by telling them to be always
alert, be 'ball hounds; use your search
lights and jump the dead ones!'
"As the squad was leaving the dress
ing room to take the field, he would say,
Who are they to beat a Michigan team?
They're only human.' By then every
player was in a state to eat raw meat."
Yost coached during an era of such
ingenious tacticians as A.A. Stagg, John
Heisman, Knute Rockne and Glenn
Dobie, to name a few. Whole systems
of football were attributed to them, but
not to Yost. That oversight is under
standable, but inaccurate. Yost's philos
ophy of play was less patterned
perhaps, but it was geared to taking ad
vantage of opportunities. It was de
scribed by Yost as the "punt, pass and
pray" system. Stressing kicking as he
did ("no Yost team ever had a weak
punter"), he simply waited for the other
team to make a mistake. When the lapse
came, he taught his squads to take ad

vantage of it with a quick, scoring pass
play. (Yost was recognized as one of the
earliest advocates of the spiral pass.)
Yost was convinced that the other
team's lapse would come sooner or
later because he believed that P.T. Barnum was correct and it only remained
to find
his disciple on the other ball
club.
Yost definitely was an opportunist.
What might have passed for lack of tac
tical planning on the field was in reality
Yost's unique manner of perceiving the
game and human nature. He based a
good part of his coaching philosophy
on the theory that football was nothing
more than habits of work. He scoffed at
the idea that any coach could have a
true "system" of football. It was Yost's
contention that Saturday afternoon was
the testing time,and all you did during
the week in the way of practice passed
in review Saturday afternoon.
To take full advantage of his own
practices and others' mistakes, Yost
needed organization and dedication.
His practice sessions were long and
hard (although he was in constant
touch with his trainer to ensure that
everybody was standing up to the
grind). From his players, four attributes
were demanded by Yost: brains, cour
age, heart, and character. "Yost did not
have any time for a player who would
not give his all in every play and would
not tolerate a boy who showed any
signs of physical fear."
From himself, Yost demanded con
stant attention to his sport.
"He
Fielding Yost demanded brains, courage,
heart and character.

thought, talked and illustrated plays
continually through every football sea
son, with the exception of a few short
hours each night when he was com
pelled to give way to sleep.
More than once, Yost let his en
thusiasm overflow from his office to the
campus. Listen to Judge Willie Heston,
reminiscing in 1952. "Each player knew
that if he met Yost on the campus or on
the sidewalk, he would be stopped and
Yost would proceed to instruct him
in how to block or how to charge. Quite
often students would form a ring
around them to watch the proceeding."
On one occasion, obviously humorous
only in retrospect, Yost was so lost in
concentration that he kicked a hole in a
stranger's valise while attempting to
demonstrate the proper way to kick a
field goal in the Grand Central Station.
The belief that Yost was only an op
portunist and not a clever strategist
was a source of discomfort to Yost and
a charge belied by Heston s observa
tions of Yost at his office during World
War I. "Fielding Harrison Yost would
have made a good military general
During WW. I, the writer (Heston) saw
him frequently
in his office. He would
have maps and diagrams on the table
and would prognosticate the next
moves of the opposing armies. Usually,
he was right.
The least that could be said about
Yost's coaching tactics is that they were
very successful. His teams went un
beaten from 1901-1904 and again in
1910 18, '22 and '23. Big Ten Champi
onships were his in 1901-1904 and 1922,
'23, '25 and '26, his first four and his last
four years as an active coach (he didn't
coach in 1924).
Yost was more than just a football
coach. In the off season he practiced
law and in business he accumulated a
"comfortable fortune." And even in
sports, Yost had a perspective broader
than just the gridiron. In 1921 Yost was
made athletic director at Michigan and
devoted his attention to the ideal of
" sports for all." His fine intramural pro
gram and the physical plant with which
to carry it out is a monument to the
man. At Yost's death in August of 1946,
Grantland Rice had these words to say
about Fielding Harrison Yost: "Yost was
not only one of the greatest coaches
ever seen, but one of the most distinc
tive characters sport has ever known.
He was a human volcano, with a tidal
wave touch. "Huriy Up' had a combina
tion of ability and personality that has
yet to be surpassed in any field.
You
can also add—he was a great guy
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SINGLE WING

Give ourcountry
a college education.
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venting the formation. Allison Danzig, in a
1971 book entitled Oh, How They Played
the Game, wrote, "It was while he was at
Carlisle that Warner worked out the for
mation which was to win him greatest
renown as the founder of a system that
became a standard national pattern.
"This was the single wing formation,
with the hall carriers in a Z alignment and
one of the halfbacks flanking and in hack
of the end on the strong side of an unbal
anced line, in which position he worked
with his end in taking the defensive tackle
out of the plav."
In a 1951 letter to Danzig, Warner said,
"Defensive tackles had always been dif
ficult to keep out of the offensive backfield
because they generally played outside the
offensive ends and therefore could not
often be blocked in on wide plays. I figured
that one back could be used to veiy good
advantage by placing him in a position
where he would outflank the opposing
tackle and still be in a position where he
could run with the ball, as on reverse
plays. I therefore started to use the forma
tion which is known as the single wing.
"I originated it in 1906 and in lateryears
I carried the idea a step further bv placing
both halfbacks in position close to the line
and wide enough to outflank the defen
sive tackles. This became known as the
double wing system."
Andy Kerr, a Warner aide at Pitt and
later coach at Stanford, Washington and

Jefferson, and Colgate, talked at length
about wingback formations in an address
before the American Football Coaches As
sociation in 1949.
'' In the single wing, the ball is passed to
the fullback, who either gives to the tail
back or keeps the ball and spins, either
hitting between the tackles or handing oft
to the right wingback. This is one of the
most powerful cycles of plays for the
single wing."
He talked of the fake buck lateral series
"now so popular with single wing
coaches.... When the fullback keeps, the
play is usually a trap on the opposing
strong-side guard or tackle. When the
quarterback keeps, he may (1) keep the
ball and run inside the strong-side defen
sive end, (2) lateral to the left wing who
goes around the strong-side and (3) fake
the lateral and hand off to the weak-side
end, who runs inside or outside the
strong-side end The left wing, after receiving the ball, may pass and the quarter
back, after faking the lateral, may pass ..
A few options there, to say the least.
Lou Little, a single wing disciple, put in
the famed KF-79 play at Columbia and
used it in a 7-0 Rose Bowl win over Stan
ford. Danzig, in The History of American
Football, wrote that Little realized its de
ceptive value "when he stationed his tailhack and fullback oil a line to spin and fake
to one another, as well as to the wingback
coming around."

Charlie Caldwell at Princeton, Bernie
Bierman at Minnesota, and Fritz Crisler at
Michigan utilized the spin off the singlewing. So did Dick Harlow at Harvard and
Carl Suavely at Cornell and North
Carolina, where he had Charlie (Choo
Choo) Justice."In the single wing," wrote
Suavely, "he was Mr. Tailback himself."
Other prominent single wing coaches
included Jock Sutherland at Pitt, Jess
Neely of Rice, Wallace Wade at Alabama
and Duke, Matty Bell (with tailback Doak
Walker) at SMU, Paul Brown at wartime
Ohio State, Tuss McLaughry at Brown,
Howard Jones at Iowa, Jess Hawley at
Dartmouth, Jack Hagerty at Georgetown,
Red Sanders at UCLA, and General Boh
Neyland at Tennessee.
Of all the single wing coaches, Neyland
was probably the best known and most
widely respected. "I was not wedded to
the single wing as closely as some
thought," he told Tim Cohane in Great
Coaches of the Twenties and Thirties. "I
used it because we could get quicker
power at tackle." Neyland retired in 1952,
with a 171-31-12 record.
"Warner football was to walle in popu
larity," wroteJohn McCallum and Charles
Pearson in College Football USA, 18691971, "and the modern T-formation, with
flankers and men in motion, was to be
come thecraze inthe1940s, following the
electrifying success of its creators, Clark
Shauglmessy at Stanford and George
continued on 32t
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Single wing plays to the outside, such as this one being executed by Red Sanders' 1954 UCLA team, feature a hard-running tailback
and an escort of blockers.
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As an Army ROTC graduate, you bring
more than training and gold bars to your new
job in the active Army, Army National Guard
or the Army Reserve.
You also bring a college education which
makes you one of our country's most valuable
assets. Why? One reason is the wealth of
experiences and ideas you bring with you. This
enables the Army to better relate to an everchanging society.
And since you'll be an Army officer, you'll
have plenty of opportunities to put your ideas
to work. In fact, you'll be running your own
show, right out of college.
Another reason we value your education
so highly is that the people you'll be leading are
better educated and more highly motivated than
ever before. This makes your job as an Army
officer more of a challenge.
To help you meet this challenge when you
get out of school, we'll help you while you're in
by giving you a living allowance of up to $1,000
each year you are enrolled in Advanced ROTC.

There are also opportunities for scholar
ships that cover tuition, books and lab fees.
That way, you can make the most of your
education. And when you graduate, our country
can make the most of it too. For details, see
your professor of military science or send in
this coupon.
Army ROTC, P.O. Box 12703, Phila., PA 19134
Send me all the facts about ROTC.
••Ms. • Mr..
Address
. County. Phone.
College Attending.
Graduation Date
AJTDAE"097FR

BARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT ITTAKESTO LEAD.
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23,000 guest rooms...46,000 living plants
The real thing in an increasingly artificial world. Beautiful living plants...
cheerful, warm ... real. You'll find living plants and flowers in most of our
atrium lobbies and restaurants.
A Touch of Hyatt. It means that we're doing whatever it takes to make you
want to stay with us... again.
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Hardy Lewis

Mike Katolin

1

Lineman

18

Split End

__

Dan Ross

^

11

Ed Luther

Quarterback

._

Clarence Lyons

4*0 Cornerback

mm.
The Four Horsemen shifted into this
single wing formation which became
known as the "Notre Dame Box."

_
In the single wing, the snap could go to
either the fullback (above) or the tailback.
The formation's endless number of re
verses and "spinner" plays were its
strengths.

Vic Rakhshani

5 Tight End

82

Linebacker

39

Rand Willard

Fullback

78

Pete Angelidakis

Offensive Tackle

Halas and his Chicago Bears."
One of the last to use the formation
successfully on a national level was San
ders at UCLA. After he was named
Coach of the Year in 1954, Larry Robin
son wrote in the New York WORLD TELE
GRAM ANDSUN howSanders'standsout
in his profession as one of the stoutest
bulwarks ofthe supposedly archaic single
wing.
"While a vast majority have gone to the
T, or its new-fangled projection, the
split-T, Sanders has stood like a rock with
his backs deployed as in the old days: a
blocking back, a real wing or riglit half, a
spinning fullback, and a tail or back back
who does the bulk of the ball toting."
So it died slowly, painlessly and now is
virtually an unknown entity to the college
player. When Harvard did come out in the
single wing in that game against Brown,
the crowd, at first, sat quietly. But then, as
it sensed what formation Harvard was in,
the old Stadium rocked with applause.
In spite of its recent disuse, some
coaches would like to see it come back.
Traditionalists believe that the flair of the
single wing would give the college game
an exciting new dimension, by using an
old twist, g
32t
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SJSU WINTER SPORTS:

THE SPARTANS. .

GOOD FOR YOU!

Hey Spartan sports fans! We at San Jose State University are fortunate be
cause we live in the greatest state in the union with our super weather and year
round activities to keep us healthy and happy.

When that pigskin is tucked away for anohter winter, we can turn our
attention to such exciting sports as: Spartan JUDO, Spartan WRESTLING
and Spartan GYMNASTICS among others (check out the SJSU women's
and men's sports schedules elswhere in this program magazine).
Although gymnastics, wrestling and judo are three diverse disciplines,
the underlying basis for each is similar.

L. -

-

Mark Chapman

®

Defensive Back

54

m

i

_Q

Bruce Evans

_ . Marc Geich

Lineman

' ^ Defensive Tackle

Anthony Green

Linebacker

WRESTLING, the original and oldest contact
sport, demands a total commitment to physical
conditioning and emphasizes body control for
the wrestler and over his opponent.
JUDO, which was derived from various forms
of self-defense, places equal emphasis on
physical conditioning and body control.
GYMNASTICS, the non-contact sport of the
trio, still requires super conditioning as well as
total control of the gymnast's own body.

Pierre Henry

Oo Defensive Tackle

_ 1 Max Hooper

' 1 Defensive Tackle

29

Rick Parma

12

Flanker

The SJSU JUDO team, guided by former US
Olympic Coach, Yosh Uchida, is currently working on a string of 16 consecutive national
collegiate championships with more than 50
individual national titles during that span. No.
17 may come atthisseaon'send.
The tough, physical Spartan WRESTLERS,
under the direction of TJ Kerr and his staff, are
looking for their sixth straight Pacific Coast
Athletic Association crown and several individ
uals have the potential to move into the national
spotlight.
The Blue, Gold and White GYMNASTICS
squad, tutored by Coach Rich Chew, has moved
rapidly toward an impressive spectator sport
at San Jose and 1977-78 should be no different.
One of the finest home slates on the West Coast
will be faced by an improved Spartan team

Steve Rakhshani

this season.

Quarterback

FOR INFORMATION ON SPECIAL MONEY SAVING "SPARTAN WINTER
SPORTS PASSES", CONTACT THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE, MEN'S
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN,JOSE, CA.
95192 OR CALL 408-277-3241.
STUDENTS CAN SAVE AS MUCH AS *45 PER SEASON PASS AND
THERE ARE SIMILAR SAVINGS FOR NON-STUDENTS, SO CHECK IT OUT

NOW IS THE TIME
YOUR

Frank Ratto

QJJ

Visible Diploma

Jeff Schweiger

Linebacker

Punter

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
LIGHTING FIXTURES

COMPARE VALUES!
"WHY PAY MORE?" I

landscape lighting
•
•
•
•

BATHS
NOOKS
EXTERIORS
CHANDELIERS

40*of

mm

AIL FIXTURES
ASSEMBLED

3034 Scon BLVD.
SANIA ?LARA. CALIF.

SHOWROOM * WAKIHOUSI

«" C-ntral ixprosswo*)

MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M.-4 P.M.

247-9900

IS YOUR

COLLEGE RING
CONTACT

/IsTJporton
Book/tore
San Jose State University
"in the Union Bldg."

qn Villaurel Shackelford
OU
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Halfback

q

Paul Catanese

Quarterback

277-3211

OTHER SPARTAN SPORTS

SAN JOSE'S FINEST IN DINING

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Head Coach: Jane Ward

Head Coach: Rich Chew

Head Coach: Sharon Chatman
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.

19 SJSU ALUMNI*
2-3 @Cal Poly Invitational
8 @UCLA
9 @USC
10 @Cal Poly Pomona
22 @UC DAVIS
an.
3 HAWAII**
6 NEVADA-RENO**
14 CAL STATE FULIERTON**
20 SAN FRANCISCO**
21 (©California
25 (©Stanford
28 (©Pacific
Feb.
3 FRESNO STATE**
4 (©Santa Clara
8 CALIFORNIA**
9 SACRAMENTO STATE**
15 PACIFIC**
17 @San Francisco
18 BIOLA*
22 SANTA CLARA**
24 STANFORD**
25 CAL STATE LONG BEACH**
Mar.
1 (©Fresno State
9-11 (©WAIAW Regionals
20-25 (©Nationals
(dependence Fieldhouse
Women's Gym PER 101 (7th & San Carlos)

PRIME RIB
STIAKS -10ISTEI

CASUAL DINING IN AN ELEGANT ATMOSPHERE

Mellow, masculine design, semi-private
rooms and alcove dining areas. Compli
mentary fondue preceding dinner.
BOUNTIFUL SALAD BAR
TOP GRADE CORN FED
MIDWEST AGED BEEF
Best in Prime Rib, Tender Steaks,
and succulent Lobster

611 Thomas

Dinner Sun. — Thurs. 5:30-10:00
544 W. Alma

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAYS NOON 'TIL 5 P.M.

Less than a mile from Spartan Stadium

5:45
TBA
8:00
7:30
8:00
6:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
7:00
5:50
8:00
5:30
8:00
8:00
7:00
5:30
5:45
8:00
8:00
8:00
7:00
TBA
TBA

8 SPARTAN OPEN
9 SPARTAN OPEN
Feb.
2 L.S.U.
3 (©Stanford
11 UC DAVIS
17 @Cal State Fullerton
18 @Cal State Northridge
Mar.
3-4 (©Pacific S.W. Championships
10-11 PCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
24-25 @NCAA Western Regionals
Apr.
6-8 (©NCAA Championships

7:00
All Day
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
2:00
All Day
All Day

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Head Coach: Carolyn Cross
Dec.

8 @Sacramento State w/
San Francisco State
7:00
Jan
14 @Cal State Hayward w/Sonoma
7:00
20 @Stanford w/UC Santa Barbara
7:00
27 @Nevada—Reno w/Washington, &
Cal State Hayward
7:00
Feb.
3 (©California
7:00
7:00
8 STANFORD
7:00
11 UC DAVIS
7:00
14 CALIFORNIA
7:00
17 @Fresno State
24 FRESNO STATE
7:00
Mar. 10-11 @Nor Cal Meet
All Day
17-18 (©Regionals
All Day
30-1 (©Nationals
All Day

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
24 SACRAMENTO STATE
1 @Chico State
8 @Davis Invitational
15 @Humboldt State
22 (©Pleasant Hill Invitational
29 (©Sacramento State
12 (©PCAA Meet

11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00

EN'S AND WOMEN'S FENCING

WAIT!don't

Head Coach: Michael D'Asaro

throw that ticket
stub away...
If the Spartans win today's home game, your ticket
stub (Student or General Admission) is worth a
FREE QUARTER POUNDER*® WITH THE PURCHASE
OF A QUARTER POUNDER® when you take it to any
participating McDonald's® restaurant in the greater
San Francisco Bay Area. Offer expires Friday, 11 P.M.,
following game date on face of ticket. One ticket
stub per customer, please.

Co, Spartans!
* Pre-cooked weight Vi lb.
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McDonald's

5 MONTEREY PENINSULA
8 @ SAn Francisco
11 WEST VALLEY
19 CAL STATE HAYWARD
2 US SANTA CRUZ
"V.
5 (©Sonoma
10 SONOMA
12 (©Stanford w/California &
Sacramento State
16 (©Stanford
19 SAN FRANCISCO STATE
7 (®UC Santa Cruz
Ufic.
10 (©San Francisco State
18 STANFORD
21 (©Sacramento State
28 (©California
Feb. 11-12 WOMEN'S NOR CAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-5 (©MEN'S Westerns
Mar.
Apr.
8 (®UC Santa Cruz
Home Games Held in Women's Gym 101
(7th & San Carlos)

4:00 pm
11:00 am
4:00 pm
4:00 pm
4.00 pm
1:00 pm
3:30 pm
11:00 am
4:00 pm
11:00 am
3:00 pm
11:00 am
4:00 pm
2:00 pm
11:00 am
All Day
11:00 am

MEN'S SOCCER
Head Coach: Julius Menendez
Sep.

2 PORTUGUESE ATHELTIC CLUB*
4 ALL STARS INDUSTRIAL LEAGUE*
7 SJSU ALUMNI*
11 (©Simon Fraser University
13 SACRAMENTO STATE +
17 SAN FRANCISCO STATE#
20 FRESNO STATE#
23 CAL STATE HAYWARD
25 OREGON#
27 (©Pacific
30 STANFORD+
2 SAN JOSE LOBOS CLUB +
Oct.
5 US SANTA BARBARA +
9 SAN FRANCISCO +
15 CHICO STATE +
21 CAL STATE FULLERTON +
23 NEVADA LAS VEGAS+
30 (©California
2 @UC Davis
Nov.
5 (©UCLA
7 @USC
13 (©Santa Clara
*PAL Stadium, +Spartan Stadium,
#Municipal Stadium

8:00
2:00
8:00
1:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
2:30
7:30
8:00
2:30
8:00
2:30
8:00
8:00
2:30
1:30
3:00
8:00
1:00
1:00

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY
Head Coach: Leta Walter
Sep

16 CAL POLV POMONA
3:00 pm
17 CAL STATE LONG BEACH
10:00 am
23-24 NOR CAL LEAGUE PRESEASON
TOURNAMENT
All Day
30-1 (©Burnaby, B.C.
3-10
Oct.
8 @Pacific
11:30 am
12 UC DAVIS
2:30 pm
14 CHICO STATE
2:30 pm
22 STANFORD
10:00 am
29 (©Sacramento State
11:00 am
Nov.
3 OHLONE COLLEGE
3:30 pm
11-12 @AIAW Regionals
All Day
18-19 (©Sacramento Invitational
All Day
23-26 @AIAW Nationals
All Day
Home Matches Held on East Field (8th & San Carlos)

MEN'S WATER POLO
Head Coach: Ed Samuels
SACRAMENTO STATE4
SAN FRANCISCO STATE4
WEST GERMANY+
(©California Tournament
(©Northern California
Tournament
7 Cal State Hayward
8 CAL STATE LONG BEACH*
14 UC DAVIS
15 (©California
21 CAL STATE HAYWARD*
28 (©Fresno State
29 PACIFIC*
5 @ Pepperdine
@UC Irvine
6 (©San Diego State
11 CALIFORNIA*
12 (©Stanford
18-19 (©PCAA Tournament
26-27 (©NCAA Tournament
4Spartan pool. +West Valley. *DeAnza
9
15
21
24-25
30-1

Head Coach: Don Riggs
ap.

7:30 pm
22 SJSU ALUMNI
All Day
24 @San Diego State
8:00 pm
27 @UC Davis
All Day
1 SAN JOSE INVITATIONAL
Oct.
8:00 pm
7 (©California
8:00 pm
11 SAN FRANCISCO
8:00 pm
14 @Pacific
8:00 pm
15 USC
8:00 pm
17 SANTA CLARA
8:00 pm
20 (©Stanford
7:30 pm
21 (©UCLA
22 (©Pepperdine w/
10:00 am
San Diego State
8:00 pm
25 CALIFORNIA
8:00 pm
28 (©Fresno State
8:00 pm
3 PACIFIC
All Day
4-5 (©UCLA National Invitational
8:30 pm
7 (©Santa Clara
7:00
pm
9 @San Francisco
8:00 pm
10 US DAVIS
7:00 pm
18 FRESNO STATE
8:00 pm
19 STANFORD
All Day
!5-26 @AIAW Regionals
All Day
8-10 @AIAW Nationals
Home Matches Held in Spartan Gym
(4th & San Carlos)
Sep.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Head Coach: Connie Roy
Oct. 14-15 (©Nevada Reno
21 FRESNO STATE
25 UC DAVIS
2 CAL STATE HAYWARD
Nov.
11 (©Pacific
19 (©California w/Stanford
14 @Stanford Invitational
Jan.
24 (©Sacramento State
3-4 (©California Invitational
Feb.
17-18 @Nor Cal Invitational
24-25 (©Stanford Invitational
Home Meets Held in Women's Pool
(7th & San Carlos)

12:00 pm
5:00 pm
3:30 pm
3:00 pm
12:30 pm
11:00 am
8:00 am
2:30 pm
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am

3:00
7:00
3:00
All Day
All Day
3:00
11:00
3:00
11:00
3:00
4:30
11:00
9:00
4:00
10:00
3:00
11:00
All Day
All Day

MEN'S WRESTLING
Head Coach: T.J. Kerr
Nov.

2 (©Blue-Gold Intra-squad Meet 7:00pm
4 SJSU ALUMNI
7:00 pm
9 CAL STATE HAYWARD
7:30 pm
16 CHICO STATE
7:30 pm
19 <©Cal Poly Tournament
1:00 pm
29 (©Sacramento State
7:30 pm
Dec.
1 UCLA
7:30 pm
3 MUMBY INVITATIONAL
10:00 am
6 SAN FRANCISCO STATE
7:30 pm
7 CAL STATE BAKERSFIELD
7:30 pm
10 (©Chico State
10:00 am
13 SACRAMENTO STATE
7:30 pm
21 SPARTAN WRESTLING CLUB 7:00 pm
29-30 (©Northwestern University
1:00 pm
Jan
6 @California
7:30 pm
7 @Biola College
14 (©Cal State Fullerton
10:00 am
19 CAL STATE LONG BEACH
7:30 pm
20 WASHINGTON
7:30 pm
27 (©Portland State
7:30 pm
28 (©Portland State Tournament 10:00 am
Feb.
1 UC DAVIS
7:30 pm
4 (©Biola College
10:00 am
6 (©California
7:30 pm
8 STANFORD
7:30 pm
10 ATHLETES IN ACTION
7:30 pm
15 FRESNO STATE
7:30 pm
17 CAL POLY
7:30 pm
25 @PCAA Championships
1:00 pm
Mar.
3-4 (©NCAA Western Regional
Championships
1:00 pm
16-18 (©NCAA Division I
Championships
1:00 pm

SPARTAN FOUNDATION
" D e d i c a t e d t o t h e S p i r i t of A t h l e t i c A c h i e v e m e n t i n a n
Academic Environment"
The Spartan Foundation, founded in 1958 as a non
profit support organization for the SJSU Athletic Program,
shattered all previous efforts by raising $379,663 last May
in their annual Fund Drive. Since its inception, the Founda
tion has raised more than $ 1.9 million dollars for the fastgrowing Spartan Sports Program.

MUTSUO

ARTHUR K. LUND

HORIKAWA

President

Executive Director

A list o f t o p d o n o r s m a y b e f o u n d o n t h e s e p a g e s . T h e
numbers which appear beside each name indicate the
numbers of years a s a member in that category. The cate
gories: Endowment ($30,000+), President ($4000+), Schol
arship ($2000+), Saber ($1000+), Blazer ($500+), Double
C e n t u r y ( $ 2 0 0+ ) .

ENDOWMENT

OFFICERS AND
BOARD MEMBERS
President: Arthur K. Lund
First Vice-President: Joe T. Thomason
Second Vice-President: Stephen H. Caplan
Secretary: Joe A. Mattos
Treasurer: Robert Ray
Past President: Ray A. Silva
Executive Director: Mutsuo Horikawa

DIRECTORS
Howard Blethen

John Moran

Dan Caputo

James Noah

Stan Chinchen
Glenn George

Ben Reichmuth
P. Anthony Ridder

Steve Gossett

Albert Ruffo

James Guido

Alan Simpkins

Armen Hanzad

William Smythe

Ronald Helstrup

Patrick Spooner

THE PROFESSIONAL GOLF SHOP (2)

SCHOLARSHIP CLUB
Jean Bevans Electric (4)
Howard Blethen (4)
Burke Industries (1)
Capitol Ford (2)
Carmel Point Clothiers (1)
Courtesy Chevrolet (4)
Wilson Faumuina (1)
General Electric (2)
Gordon's Sports Shop (1)
Bob Himsl Volkswagen (4)
Hyatt House Hotel (4)
Jack Peak Travel (5)
KNTV-Channel 11 (6)

Alex Stepovich

Robert Hosfeldt

SABER CLUB

Eli Thomas

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

Ampro Corporation (2)

Yit N. Louie (1)

Joyce Malone

B & B Scaffolding (2)

John P. Luce (3)

Dr. Hobert Burns

Robert Murphy
Dr. Richard Post

Bank of America (3)
John Bentley (1)

M-M-M Carpets Inc. (1)

Dr. Stanley Burnham

Halsey Burke (9)

Gary Olimpia (2)

Don & Joyce Byrne (1)
Coakley-Heagerty Company (1)

Pacer-American (2)

PRESIDENT'S CLUB

Fisher-Jensen Insurance (1)
Foghorn Restaurant (1)
Food Machinery Corporation (1)
John K. Foote (4)
Foremost Foods Corporation (4)
Dr. Gail Fullerton (4)
Gadway Construction Co. (4)
Mark Gale (1)
The Garrett (2)
Stan Gazay (8)
Genesis Restaurant (1)
Andrew Ghiggeri (2)
Glendale Federal Savings (5)
Steven Gossett (4)
Bernie Gould (4)
Frank Goulette (1)
Grand Slam (1)
Ivan Guevara (5)
Otto Hampel (2)
Dave Heagerty (2)
Kent Herkenrath (3)
Danny Hill (5)
Muts Horikawa (5)
S. Chris Horine (1)
Bob Hosfeldt (9)
House of Golf (1)
Barbara Hunt (4)
Lyle Hunt (5)
KBM Office Supplies (5)
J.M. Kerbey (1)
Terry Kerr (3)
La Hacienda (3)
The Laundry Works (1)

Lou Ales (1)
Almaden Properties (1)
Ambassador Travel (1)
Angelo's (2)
Arthur Andersen & Co. (6)
Ask Mr. Foster Travel (1)
Mr. & Mrs. R.W. August (1)
Bay Area Produce(l)
Bay Valley Technical Institute (3)
Doug Beatty (2)
Bike-Kendall Company (1)
Black Angus (2)
John Blain (1)
Mrs. Laura Blethen (7)
Bohanna & Pierce (1)
Kim Bokamper (2)
Bold Knight (4)
Buchalter Foundation (1)
Ernie Bullard (4)
Dr. John Bunzel (4)
Dr. Stan Burnham (3)
Dr. Hobart Burns (6)
Vic Burton (3)
Camino Camper (1)
Steve Caplan (7)
Dan Caputo (9)
Joan Chambers (3)
Sharon Chatman (1)
Mrs. A.S. Chinchen (4)
Stan Chinchen (8)
Helen Clark (1)
Ronald Cloud (1)
George Coakley (2)
Coast Counties Truck & Equipment (1)
Collishaw Corporation (1)
Color West Studios (3)
Community Bank of San Jose (1)
Cooper-Chalen (1)
Thomas & Suellen Cunningham (1)
D & N Trucking (1)
Charles Davidson (8)
CCA Laboratory (1)
Steve DeBerg (1)
DelVillar Security Systems (1)
Oarrel Dukes Insurance (9)
Econo-Car (2)
Eller Outdoor (4)
George Elliott (1)
Erich Printing (3)
Marilyn Field (3)
First National Bank (5)

Darwin Lee (1)
Carolyn Lewis (1)
David Long (1)
Los Gatos Lodge (6)
Arthur Lund (9)
A1 Machado (2)
Joyce Malone (3)
Leslie Mathias (1)
Joe Mattos (7)
Don McClelland (1)
McKeon Construction (5)
William McNeilly (2)
Lee Meyers Company (1)
Ed Mosher (6)
Brad Moss Photography (1)
Bob Murphy (2)
Frank Napiert (1)
National Award & Billiard Supply (5)

National Preserve Company (1)
Bruce Newcomb (2)
Jim Noah (6)
Noodle Palace (2)
Oasis Foods Inc. (1)
Olsen Lumber Company (8)
Open Door Enterprises (1)
PTE Corporation (1)
Chris Panopulos (5)
Paul's Jewelers (7)
Pepper Tree Inn (1)
Peterson's Men's Clothiers (2)
Hank Pfister (1)
Dante Pinza (1)
Plume Horse Restaurant (8)
Professional Financial Coordinators (1)
Richard Rector (1)
Regent Development (2)
William Robinson (1)
San Jose West Rotary (2)
Sandpiper Restaurant (2)
Shine-On Shirts (1)
Siesta Sales (1)
Ray Silva (6)
Alan Simpkins (9)
Phyllis Simpkins (3)
Joseph Sisson Inc. (1)
George Sousa (1)
Sportsworld (1)
Nancy Sprotte (1)
Michael Stone (2)
Sunglass Products (1)
Supreme Cpurt Sports (3)
Carl Swenson Company (6)
Rich Thawley (1)
Eli Thomas Menswear (5)
Joe Thomason (9)
Jack Tuthill (2)
Yosh Uchida (5)
Varhill Associates (1)
Dick Vermeil (2)
Francis Vollemain (2)
Wallbangers (2)
Leta Walter (3)
Western States Oil (3)
J. Benton White (5)
White House Restaurant (2)
Dr. Richard Whitlock (5)
The Wooden Nickel (2)
Curtis Wright (2)

William Loughlin (3)

Atari Incorporated (1)
Emerson Arends

Alameda Sporting Goods (4)
Lee H. Brandenberg Investments (2)
Campbell Lumber Company (5)
Clossco Incorporated (2)
Quantic Art Studios (1)
Riggs Enterprises (1)
San Jose Mercury-News (4)
Smythe Buick (4)
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Bob Lewis Volkswagon (4)
London Rib Restaurant (1)
Don Lucas Cadillac (5)
Barry MacKay (2)
Merry Oldsmobile (1)
Mountz Incorporated (1)
N o b Hill G e n e r a l S t o r e s ( 1 )
Russell Athletic Supply (2)
San Jose Police Activities League (2)
Silveira Realty (1)
Stevens Pontiac (2)
John Travis Athletic Supply (1)
Dr. Martin Trieb (5)
Yamaha International (2)

BLAZER CLUB

DOUBLE CENTURY CLUB

Mosher's Ltd. (1)

Pacific Trade Bindery (1)

Coca-Cola Bottling (1)

Pony Shoes(1)

Ray Davilla (2)

Redwood Empire Inc. (1)

Judith Graham Gautschi (2)
Joseph George Distributors (9)
Armen Hanzad (2)

Reichmuth & Associates (1)
Michael Ryan (4)
Dr. Ken Sakoda (3)

Mrs. Pat Hanzad (2)

Fran Sims (2)

Pat Helmy (3)

Sjolie Enterprises (1)

Ron Helstrup (1)

Alex Stepovich, DDS (2)

Holiday Inn (3)
Mel Honda (1)

Mark Taper Foundation (4)

Walter Jensen (6)

Howard Vierra (3)

Valley Press Printers (1)
KBM Office Furniture (1)

Accent Drapery
Allred & Allred Realtors
Laurie Bennett
Kenneth F. Black
Derwyn Blanchard
Brave Bull Restaurant
L. Daniel Burns
Castagnola's Restaurant
Fred & Sandra Chasalow
Commercial Bank of San Francisco
Carolyn Cross
Dynatel Corporation
Ron Earl
William & Corinne Ekern
Mark Elward
Estate Homes Inc.

Mel Estrada
Gene Falk
Jack B. Fisher
Frontier Village
General Electric
Jim Guido
Don Hayward
Betty Hicks
Stewart Holt
Eric Jacobsen
Karen Johnson
Judge Industries
Eugene Jung
Herbert Kaufman, DDS
KBM Office Furniture

Tim Kerr
Wayne Krouskup
Bob Lemmon
Marie Liba
Henry Malatesta
John McDonald
Pat Milligan
Mosher's Ltd.
Nicholson Insurance
Pacific Ready Mix
Doug Pendleton
Professional Cleaners & Graders Inc.
Rhodes & Jamieson
RLS Associates Inc.
Dolores Rose
Rudolph & Sletten Inc.

Russ Schreck
Security Pacific National Bank
Randy Segar
John Shaw
Carl Swenson Company Inc.
Torrente Carpet
Touche Ross & Co.
United Airlines
Vintage House
Jackie Watson
J.P. Weitzenberg
Wells Fargo Bank
Kei Yamasaki
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Can your
businessbenefit
from equipment
leasing?
Nobody flies
California
like PSA.

SPARTAN BASKETBALL
1977-78 Schedule

All Home Contests are Played at Independence Fieldhouse
Nov.
Dec

We fly between 12 California
cities. And you have 160 flights
a day to choose from.

16-17

Just about anywhere and
anytime you want to
go in California,
we go.
See California,
and catch
us.

19
26
1
6
9-10

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

20
22
27
30
5
12
14
19
21
26
28
2
4
9
11
16
18
23
25
2-4

AUSTRALIAN ALL-STAR TEAM
8:05 pm
at Stanford
8:00 pm
NORTH DAKOTA
8:05 pm
at Colorado
7:35 pm
at Utah Classic
7-9 pm
(Kent State, Cal State Long Beach, Utah,
SAN JOSE STATE)
at Cable Car Classic
7-9 pm
(Santa Clara, South Carolina, Portland,
SAN JOSE STATE)
IOWA STATE
8:05 pm
at UCLA
8:00 pm
CALIFORNIA
8:05 pm
at Santa Clara
8:00 pm
SACRAMENTO STATE
8:05 pm
CAL STATE LONG BEACH*
8:05 pm
SAN DIEGO STATE*
8:05 pm
at Cal State Fullerton*
7:30 pm
at UC Santa Barbara*
8:05 pm
FRESNO STATE*
8:05 pm
at UC Irvine*
7:30 pm
PACIFIC*
8:05 pm
at Pacific*
8:05 pm
UC IRVINE*
8:05 pm
at Fresno State *
8:05 pm
US SANTA BARBARA*
8:05 pm
CAL STATE FULLERTON*
8:05 pm
at San Diego State*
8:00 pm
at Cal State Long Beach*
8:05 pm
at Pacific Coast Athletic Association Tournament
*PCAA Opponent

HEAD COACH: Ivan Guevara
Assistants: Hal Dohling and Earl White
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Dividend Financial Corporation
offers equipment leases to satisfy
your essential requirements, your
specific operational needs and
your financing structure.
• You can lease an extensive
variety of equipment. For exam
ple, production equipment,
computers, material handling,
construction, agricultural and
medical equipment, furniture
and fixtures, electronic test
equipment, transportation
equipment and much more.
• Individual financing contracts
can be structured to achieve tax
deferral, budget consistencies,
working capital increase and
other objectives.
• Specific leasing and financing

contracts for manufacturers and
distributors that can supplement
and enhance marketing objec
tives and increase profits.
• Sale and lease back transactions
are available to generate cash
for business expansion, invest
ment opportunities, purchase of
treasury stock, partnership
interest, etc.
Our success is based on fact: no
matterwhat your business,chances
are you can benefit from a DFC
leasing program.
Dividend Financial
Corporation, 3600
Pruneridge Ave.
Suite 365, Santa B^^|IB^^™
Clara, Ca. 95051
B

For further information contact: Russ Schreck, President, DFC,
San Jose State University Class of '67 (408) 249-1692.

ariot.
I'm an Air Force officer and this
is my sweet chariot. When I visit
home people are happy to see
me. And proud. They say I'm do
ing my part in the community by
showing the young people and
the adults that you really can
get your share of A Great
Way of Life.

I also feel good about
my position in the Air
Force community. I'm
someone the other
brothers and sisters I
meet in the service
can look to. And it
reassures them to
know they have a voice in Air Force
matters that concern them.
The Air Force needs more leaders ... pilots
. . . aircrew members . . . math majors . . .
science and engineering majors. You might be
one of them, and the best way to find that out
is in an Air Force ROTC program. There are two,
and four-year programs. Scholarship and nonscholarship. Why not look into all of them and
see if one fits your plans? It's worth it, brother.

Call or write:
Aerospace Studies Department
San Jose State University (MacQuarrie Hall)

(408) 277-2743

Air Force ROTC Gateway
to aGreat Way of Life

